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Abstract 
 
Endless list of factors affecting the market value of properties have been studied. 
However, with the exception of a few unpublished preliminary studies, there has not been 
any published research on the possible stigma effect of death on property values. This 
dissertation attempts to examine the relationship between the occurrence of unnatural 
deaths and the values of nearby units. 
 
Death is conventionally regarded as a taboo in many cultures. Particularly in a 
Chinese community like Hong Kong, institutionalized fear towards death of unnatural 
causes was developed. People tend to think that these houses are haunted and the soul of 
the deceased would wander around where death occurs for whatever reasons. Feng shui is 
also a matter that plays its part here. Unnatural death is always attributed to bad feng shui. 
Therefore, a stigma effect has been formed by death with unnatural causes. However, 
there has not been any formal rule in valuing such properties. People generally do not 
have a concept whether the stigma effect is localized or how far it extends. 
 
Transactions from 1991 to 2006 in seven large-scale housing estates in Hong Kong 
are employed for revealing the relationship by the Hedonic Price Model. The cases are 
further categorized into brutal murders, suicides and accidental deaths. The empirical 
results show that the adverse effect was not localized; it extended to nearby properties as 
well. After these death cases were revealed to the public, the price levels of units in 
proximity dropped. Units on the same floor, in the same block and even in the same estate 
would also be affected. It is shown that for brutal murder cases the magnitude of the 
stigma effect is directly related to the distance from the incident property and the duration 
 iii 
since the occurrence. However, the spatial and temporal correlations of the effect seem to 
be discrete instead for suicide and accidental death cases. 
 
The empirical results suggest that people do not only price those explicit and 
tangible housing attributes but also the intangible ones such as the stigma effect brought 
by unnatural death examined in this study. This is an interesting area of study that there is 
still much room for further research. 
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CHAPTER ONE   
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background 
 
Real estate plays a significant role in Hong Kong economically, socially and 
culturally. According to research carried out in 2006, the median mortgage payment 
(attached at Appendix I) in Hong Kong has been maintained at relatively high levels in 
recent years, ranging from a quarter to a half of median household income.1 A significant 
amount of household income is therefore expended on housing payments by Hong Kong 
families. Anything affecting property price is therefore likely to attract the public’s 
attention. 
 
Stigma associated with the adverse effects on property values such as environmental 
contamination, air pollution, water pollution, location of houses relative to roads and 
airport, undesirable land uses like electrical power plants and overhead electrical power 
lines have in a variety of jurisdictions begun to attract a number of researchers. However, 
with the exception of one or two unpublished preliminary studies2, there has not been any 
published research on the possible stigma effect of death on property values. 
                                                 
1  Sum, K.C. (2006) A Study of Supply and Demand of Residential Property Market, Unpublished Master 
of Housing Management Dissertation, Hong Kong: The University of Hong Kong 
2  Wong, S.S. (2000) How do Murders and Suicides in an Apartment Affect the Values of Nearby 
Properties?, Unpublished BSc (Surveying) Dissertation, Hong Kong: The University of Hong Kong  
and Chau, K.W., McKinnell, K.G. and Wong, S.S. (2003) The Stigma Effects of Murders on Property 
Values, Unpublished, Department of Real Estate and Construction, The University of Hong Kong 
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Accidents, murders and suicides happen every day and there is no lack of news 
reports on these matters. Since the coverage of the mass media in Hong Kong is so 
widespread, any potential purchasers of property is likely to be aware or be made aware 
by family or friends where deaths have occurred in housing units. Unnatural deaths, 
which are the subject of this dissertation, refer to murders, suicides and accidental deaths. 
How do potential purchasers of individual housing units react to such incidents? 
 
Death is traditionally regarded as a taboo in many cultures. A number of Chinese 
believe that the soul of people who die of unnatural causes will not leave their homes and 
are likely to cause disturbance to successive occupants. Feng shui is also a matter that 
plays its part here. These schools of thought suggest that the environment after an 
unnatural death is not good for living in despite the fact that there is no scientific proof to 
support the beliefs held. The market however does appear to have a perspective on this 
and it would appear to be that these unnatural deaths exert negative impacts on property 
values. 
 
An additional factor in this context is the high degree of intensity of living in Hong 
Kong it being the third most densely populated region or country in the world3. 
Residential housing tends to be vertical and on a large scale. This intense living 
environment is likely to accentuate any stigma effect associated with unnatural death. 
 
Assuming there is such a stigma, the question is how might such effect be 
                                                 
3  United Nations (2005) World Population Prospects: The 2005 Revision, Population Division, 
Department of Economic and Social Affairs 
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formulated? Does it show up in the valuations undertaken by professional valuers? Is 
there any effect on nearby properties? If so what is the magnitude? 
 
To date there has not been any published research on the stigma effect of unnatural 
deaths on property values in Hong Kong. In other words no statistical conclusion can be 
drawn as to any potential impact on property values. This study is an attempt to explore 
this issue and to examine the importance if any in purchasing a flat in Hong Kong. Spatial 
and temporal correlations will also be assessed. 
 
 
 
1.2 Objectives 
 
The objectives include: 
? To review the literature on stigma effect and property values. 
? To examine the nature of unnatural deaths that occur in Hong Kong and how 
these might be classified. 
? To establish if there is a stigma effect on nearby properties across a range of 
deaths from unnatural causes. 
? To investigate the seriousness of unnatural deaths and their effect on property 
values. 
? To assess if the stigma correlates with distance (spatial), horizontally and/or 
vertically. 
? To see if time (temporal) is a factor. 
? To review industry’s response. 
Chapter I Introduction 
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1.3 Methodology 
 
Stigma, according to the Cambridge Dictionary, carries the meaning of 
“disapproving of something”. In a housing context, it could equate to a negative 
externality such as that associated with contamination and undesirable use. Literature on 
similar topics and the attitude towards death in Hong Kong will be reviewed. 
 
In this research, the Hedonic Price Model will be employed as a means to examine 
the stigma effect of unnatural deaths on nearby property values. Although there has been 
little work done on the stigma effect of deaths on property values research on the effect of 
housing externalities is relatively common and similar techniques will be applied. 
Dummy variables will be introduced for the occurrence of unnatural deaths. As a resulting 
of the intense living environment in Hong Kong, block-based and floor-based dummy 
variables will also be employed. 
 
Various housing estates will be used as case studies in this dissertation to examine 
the effect of unnatural deaths on nearby property values. The chosen large-scale estates 
are intense living environments so that any stigma effect is likely to be sharpened and it 
also ensures sufficient availability of data which is required in the Hedonic Price Model. 
Since they are different in nature, the functional forms will be reviewed in evaluating the 
housing price components for each estate. 
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1.4 Structure of this dissertation 
 
This dissertation is divided into six chapters. A literature review will be the focus of 
chapter two where literature concerning Hedonic Price Theory and the cultural and 
psychological attitudes towards death in Hong Kong will be included. Chapter three 
discusses the methodology employed and the criteria for collecting the relevant data. 
Empirical results will be produced together with analysis in chapter four. Industry’s 
response in Hong Kong follows in chapter five. Chapter six attempts to provide some 
tentative conclusions to this study. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
Real estate is always regarded as an important investment by Hong Kong people. 
The determinant factors in the real estate market therefore draws attention of researchers. 
In this chapter, literature will be reviewed to develop the groundwork with supported 
theories for the stigma effect of unnatural death on nearby property values. 
 
In the property market context, stigma effect refers to a negative externality of 
housing units. Some areas of stigma effect have been explored by researchers though 
there is still much room for that in unnatural death. In order to find out the determinants 
of property price, the Hedonic Price Model is used. Literature presented includes those 
employing this model, as well as those investigating common housing price determinants 
already discovered. Previous studies have also shown essential techniques when utilizing 
a hedonic research model. Cultural and psychological beliefs about death, over the world 
and in Hong Kong specifically, will be explored. The above would help accessing 
unnatural death as a potential stigma effect in the property market. 
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2.2 Stigma Effect 
 
It has been several decades since the first study of stigma effect by the hedonic 
approach. Ridker and Henning (1967)4 performed the earliest hedonic study of air quality. 
They inter-related the property prices with two self-constructed air pollution indices in the 
St. Louis metropolitan area. They showed that a decrease in sulfation could lead to an 
increase in values of single-family homes with empirical data, proving air pollution as a 
negative externality. 
 
Nelson (1978)5 demonstrated poor air quality as a stigma effect by means of 
hedonic regressions. The two pollution measures under study, particle concentration and 
summer oxidant concentration, were shown with statistical significance to be negative 
implicit prices in housing market. 
 
Water quality is another popular subject among housing externality researches. Epp 
and Al-Ani (1979)6 found that water quality, in terms of both pH value and owners’ 
perceptions, are significant as a property price determinant in Pennsylvania, by means of 
public records and telephone interviews. Young (1984)7 investigated the effect of water 
quality on property values in St. Albans Bay. He rated the water quality by the adjacency 
to the bay and the local official records. Based on the pollution problems produced by a 
                                                 
4  Ridker, R. and Henning, J. (1967) The Determinants of Resident Property Values with Special Reference 
to Air Pollution, Review of Economics and Statistics, May 1967, pp246-257 
5  Nelson, J.P. (1978) Residential Choice, Hedonic Prices, and the Demand for Urban Air Quality, Journal 
of Urban Economics, 5, 3, pp357-369 
6  Epp, D.J. and Al-Ani, K.S. (1979) The Effect of Water Quality on Rural Nonfarm Residential Property 
Values, American Journal of Agricultural Economics, 61, 3, pp529-534 
7  Young, C.E. (1984) Perceived Water Quality and the Value of Seasonal Homes, Water Resources 
Bulletin, American Water Association, 20, 2, pp163-168 
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malfunctioned municipal waste treatment plant near St. Albans Bay, it was shown that the 
property values decreased by 20%. From these two studies, the stigma effect of water 
pollution can be observed.  
 
Another factor of stigma effect is the undesirable land uses. Blomquist (1974)8 
studied the negative impact of an electrical power plant on residential property values. He 
revealed the average increase in property value by 0.9% within 11,500 feet from the plant 
and a 10% decrease further away from the plant. Blomquist claimed that the ‘effective 
distance’ of the pollution produced by the electrical power plant is 11,500 feet. Properties 
farther away from this distance would be adversely affected. 
 
The perceived risk of a hazardous waste site in proximity of the living environment 
was examined by McClelland, Schulze and Hurd (1990)9. They reported that while survey 
participants rated an area as high risk, the sale price of housing would be reduced in 
average. 
 
It is not hard to spot the stigma effects on property values in recent studies. Bible et 
al. (2002)10 examined the stigma effects of site contamination on residential property 
values in the Shreveport-Bossier City area in Northwest Louisiana. The decreasing 
property values in the area were found to be attributed by the Lincoln Creosote 
contamination site by the Hedonic Price Model. 
                                                 
8  Blomquist, G.C. (1974) The Effect of Electric Utility Power Plant Location on Area Property Value, 
Land Economics, 50, 1, pp97-100 
9  McClelland, G.H., Schulze, W.D. and Hurd, B. (1990) The Effect of Risk Beliefs on Property Values: A 
Case Study of a Hazardous Waste Site, Risk Analysis, 10, pp485-497 
10  Bible, D.S., Hsieh, C., Joiner, G. and Volentine, D.W. (2002) Environmental effects on residential 
property values resulting from the contamination effects of a creosote plant site, Property Management, 
20, 5, pp383-391 
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Another study concerning the stigma effect of transmission lines was carried out by 
Elliott and Wadley (2002)11. They have examined the appearing general phenomenon of 
price depreciation of land abutting high voltage overhead transmission lines. It was 
shown by regression analysis that power lines lead to a stigma effect. An exploratory 
schema to this issue was developed as guidance for further studies. 
 
This dissertation aims at exploring a stigma effect which carries similar nature as the 
ones covered by previous researches. They bring adverse impacts to property values 
which are usually stemmed from the occupants’ perceived risk. When residents have a 
fear of certain article in proximity, they would depreciate the property value to some 
extent. For instance, people commonly worry that overhead transmission lines would 
affect one’s health, so the values of property adjacent to these lines would be reduced. 
Similarly, unnatural deaths are objects that frighten people in Hong Kong (which will be 
explained later this chapter). This constitutes the reason why unnatural deaths are 
considered as a stigma in the real estate market. 
 
 
2.3 Hedonic Price Theory 
 
Rosen (1974)12 was the pioneer of research in Hedonic Price Theory. In his research, 
hedonic prices are defined as the implicit prices of attributes, revealing to economic 
                                                 
11 Elliott, P. and Wadley D. (2002) The Impact of Transmission Lines on Property Values: Coming to Terms 
with Stigma, Property Management, 20, 2, pp137-152 
12  Rosen, S. (1974) Hedonic Prices and Implicit Markets: Product Differentiation in Pure Competition, 
Journal of Political Economy, 82, 1, pp34-55 
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agents from observed prices of differentiated products and the specific amounts of 
characteristics associated with them. He made use of this model to find out the implicit 
price (the hedonic price) of housing commodities. 
 
Before Rosen’s research, Griliches (1961, 1971)13 developed the hedonic price 
approach to estimate the hedonic price indices of consumer goods in respect of quality 
change. Rosen took this concept and developed a model of product differentiation based 
on the hedonic hypothesis that goods are valued for their utility-bearing attributes. The 
major conclusions of this theory were:14 
 
1. The hedonic function is a joint envelope of buyers’ bid curves and sellers’ bid 
curves; 
2. The partial derivates of the function should be interpreted as the implicit marginal 
characteristic prices prevailing at particular market equilibrium. 
 
Rosen’s interpretation implied that the hedonic function is neither a demand function 
nor a supply function of housing alone. Hedonic price, found by Rosen, is the price of 
different housing traits. He found that the property price is composed of housing traits 
which are directly related to consumer’s utility function. The aforementioned partial 
derivatives are therefore the locus of supply-equal-demand points for each of the traits. 
Owing to the fact that these housing traits cannot be transacted separately in the market, 
                                                 
13  Griliches, Z. (1961) Hedonic Price Indices for Automobiles: An Econometric Analysis of Quality 
Change, Models of Income Determination, Studies in Income and Wealth, 2, Columbia University Press 
for NBER and Griliches, Z. (1971), Price Indexes and Quality Change, Harvard University Press, 
Cambridge, Mass 
14 Rosen, S. (1974) Hedonic Prices and Implicit Markets: Product Differentiation in Pure Competition, 
Journal of Political Economy, 82, 1, pp34-55 
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Rosen established an implicit market and put all the traits into the market. The payment 
for each transaction is the sum of all housing traits in various implicit trait markets.15 
Following Rosen’s thought, this study is going to examine the implicit trait market of 
nearby unnatural deaths and the regression coefficient is a measurement of the trait. 
 
Linneman (1982)16 illustrated Rosen’s idea by using a simple non-housing market 
example. He showed by the experiment of going to a supermarket that the hedonic 
function measures only what the prices are and not supply or demand functions. In his 
experiment, grocery shoppers were observed when they came through the checkout line. 
They bought different bundles of grocery items because of differences in their family size, 
income, and other factors. If a researcher would like to know the price of a 7-oz can of 
beans without looking on the price tag of the can, hedonic price model could help. The 
model noted that if the researcher knows the total amount spent by consumers on 
groceries and the items purchased by these customers, he or she can then determine the 
price of a 7-oz can of beans. The following equation could help to explain. 
 
i
N
i
i XPG ∑
=
=
1
 
 
The total expenditures on grocery items G is the sum over all possible grocery items 
of price Pi times the quantity of the item consumed Xi. Therefore, if the researcher can 
observe all of the Xi, then the price of a 7-oz can of beans is the change in total grocery 
basket holding the rest of the bundle constant. Mathematically this is the partial derivative 
                                                 
15  Rosen, S. (1974) Hedonic Prices and Implicit Markets: Product Differentiation in Pure Competition, 
Journal of Political Economy, 82, 1, pp34-55 
16  Linneman, P. (1982) The Economics of Urban amenities: “Hedonic Prices and Residential Location”, 
Academic Press, Inc., pp69-88 
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of G with respect to X7oz, 
 
ozPozG 77/ ≡∂∂  
 
By the above two equations, total payments, exact composition of the grocery 
baskets and the knowledge of the functional relationship of the expenditure on each item 
can be combined. Thus, by differentiating the hedonic function with respect to that item, 
the price of any item can be discovered. 
 
 
2.3.1 Use of Dummy Variables 
 
It is common to employ dummy variables in modeling qualitative factors in hedonic 
price model analysis. Dummy Variable is usually used to deal with discontinuous factors, 
and its coefficient measure difference in intercepts. 
 
When a particular condition can only be classified by good or bad only, available or 
not available only, it will be marked as 1 if it is good or available and 0 otherwise. 
Examples are domestic and non-domestic, access to amenities, existence of car parks, etc. 
Mok et al. (1995)17 illustrated the use of dummy variable that for a dwelling unit 
possessing a sea view, the dummy variable is given the value of 1 and otherwise 0. 
 
In other circumstances, dummy variables can be used to measure the effect of 
                                                 
17 Mok, H.M.K., Chan, P.P.K. and Cho, Y.S. (1995) A Hedonic Price Model for Private Properties in Hong 
Kong, Journal of Real Estate Finance and Economics, 10, pp37-48 
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attributes which cannot be quantified by number. Chau, Ma and Ho (2001)18 carried out a 
research on the positive effect of lucky floor numbers on property values. They 
introduced dummy variables to the last digit of the subjected transactions. Nine dummy 
variables are employed to verify the effect of lucky floor numbers. The result showed that 
people are willing to pay an extra premium for apartments with lucky floor numbers. In 
this example, we can see that dummy variables can be used to testify the effect of some 
discontinuous attributes. 
 
 
2.4 Housing Attributes 
 
Griliches (1971)19 suggested that in conducting a hedonic price research, the very 
first concern would be what the relevant characteristics are. He advised that all 
characteristics which are relevant to the determination of market price should be 
considered. Butler (1982)20 held another view. It is not practical to include all the 
attributes which are costly to produce and which yielded utility to a resident. This is 
because many of these data are unavailable or of extremely poor quality. Even all the 
required data are available and of quality, the intrinsic clustering of various characteristic 
could lead to the problem of multi-collinearity. One example given by Butler is that one 
seldom finds a unit with 14 bedrooms that have got one bathroom only. This extends to 
the demerit that estimates of the hedonic relationship are mis-specified since some of the 
relevant independent variables are omitted. Nonetheless, supported by empirical 
                                                 
18 Chau, K.W., Ma, V.S.M. and Ho, D.C.H (2001) The Pricing of “Luckiness” in the Apartment Market, 
Journal of Real Estate Literature, 9, 1, pp31-40 
19  Griliches, Z. (1971), Price Indexes and Quality Change, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass 
20  Butler, R.V. (1982) The Specification of Hedonic Indexes for Urban Housing, Land Economics, 58, 
pp96-108 
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experiences, Butler raised that most of the feasible approximations to the correct form are 
close substitutes. 
 
It is obvious that endless list of housing attributes can be analysed, yet the actual 
number should be restricted. Apply Butler’s idea, only variables most costly to produce 
and which yielded most utility to a resident will be considered. This section will review 
key elements usually involved in property price research. Generally housing attributes can 
be categorized into three types. They are: 
 
(1) Structural Traits (S) 
(2) Locational Traits (L) 
(3) Neighbourhood Traits (N) 
 
Mathematically, by hedonic theory, the market price (P) of a property can be 
expressed as  
P = f(S, L, N) 
 
From Rosen’s conclusions on Hedonic Theory21, the partial derivates of the above 
function should be interpreted as the marginal change of the property in respect of a 
certain attribute. 
 
 
                                                 
21 pp10 
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2.4.1 Structural Traits 
 
Structural Traits refers to the basic housing attributes relating to the property itself, 
or in other words the structure of the property. In hedonic researches, structural traits are 
popularly considered since these are the most elemental factors or a property. However, 
there is no strict definition towards structural traits till now. Researchers simply input 
factors directly or indirectly related to the structure of the property into the hedonic price 
equation. Obviously there can be numerous structural traits to be considered but only the 
attributes which yield most utility to a resident and most costly to produce will be 
included, as suggested by Butler (1982)22. Common examples include size, floor level, 
age of the building, and view from the property. 
 
Kain and Quigley (1975)23 did recognise the importance of structural traits in the 
early days of property price research. In their research, dwelling-unit size like number of 
rooms24, baths, parcel area and quality of dwelling units, of parcels and of the block face 
are investigated as whether they affect property price. The result was positive. The 
interaction between payments for size and other housing attributes such as newness was 
also revealed. 
 
Wolverton (1997) 25 attempted to find out the relationship between residential lot 
prices, size of lot and the view of the property, as well as diminishing marginal price 
                                                 
22 pp13 
23 Kain, J. and Quigley, J. (1975) Housing Markets and Racial Discrimination, New York: National Bureau 
of Economic Research 
24 It is common to measure the dwelling size by number of rooms in western countries, whereas saleable 
area or gross floor area in Hong Kong. 
25 Wolverton, M. L. (1997) Empirical study of the relationship between residential lot price, size and view, 
Journal of Property Valuation and Investment, 15, 1, pp48-57 
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effects by two models. The first model aimed at appraising the price per square feet while 
the second one dealt with price per degree of included angle of view. From his empirical 
finding, the appraisal concept that residential lot price per square foot diminishes as lot 
size increases was confirmed. The result also showed that the law of diminishing marginal 
price effect also appeared to apply to view. 
 
Bible et al. (2002) 26 employed hedonic pricing model to explore the effects of site 
contamination on residential property values in Northwest Louisiana. Their model 
appraise the price per square foot of a property in terms of number of bedrooms, age of 
home, number of bathrooms, fireplace, garage size, foundation and the dummy variable 
of contaminated area location. It can be seen from this study that a hedonic equation 
could involve lots of structural attributes. 
 
Goodman (1977) investigated hedonic price analysis with housing price indices 
within the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area. Transactions in New Haven were 
studied and various structural attributes were noted. They were lot size, if the house is all 
brick, age of house, number of covered garages, number of full bathrooms, etc. 
 
Mok et al. (1995) 27 examined the private property market in North Point by 
hedonic price model with four specifications. Taken 1027 transactions into consideration, 
Mok et al. showed with expectation that building age is a negative factor to the price of 
the analysed apartments. This is to say, the older the property, the lower the property price. 
                                                 
26 Bible, D.S., Hsieh, C., Joiner, G. and Volentine, D.W. (2002) Environmental effects on residential 
property values resulting from the contamination effects of a creosote plant site, Property Management, 
20, 5, pp383-391 
27 Mok, H.M.K., Chan, P.P.K. and Cho, Y.S. (1995) A Hedonic Price Model for Private Properties in Hong 
Kong, Journal of Real Estate Finance and Economics, 10, pp37-48 
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Meanwhile, it was found that floor level is a positive attribute to property price. 
 
When considering the structural traits to be included in a hedonic price research, it is 
important to know clearly the nature of housing in the territory. Heating, electrical and 
plumbing systems, basement, storm windows, etc. are considered as important structural 
attributes in western researches (Grether and Mieszkowski, 1974) 28. However, these 
structures are uncommon in Hong Kong that most researches will not pay attention to. 
Usual housing traits in Hong Kong are flat size, building age and floor level. Some 
special structural attributes had been targeted in researches. For example, Chau, Ma and 
Ho (2001)29 attempted to find the price effect of lucky floor numbers. Another example 
given by Hung (1998)30 was the bathroom to bedroom ratio. 
 
 
2.4.2 Locational Traits 
 
Locational traits concern the Locational characteristics of a property. There could be 
abundant locational traits but only some of them are normally considered as 
aforementioned.31 Accessibility to economic and social facilities is usual factors to be 
included in hedonic price researches. 
 
                                                 
28 Grether D.M. and Mieszkowski P. (1974) Determinants of Real Estate Values, Journal of Urban 
Economics, 1, pp127-146 
29 Chau, K.W., Ma, V.S.M. and Ho, D.C.H (2001) The Pricing of “Luckiness” in the Apartment Market, 
Journal of Real Estate Literature, 9, 1, pp31-40 
30 Hung, Y.C. (1998) Neural Network Vs Hedonic Price Model is Residential Property Valuation, 
Unpublished BSc (Surveying) Dissertation, Hong Kong: The University of Hong Kong 
31 pp13 
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The forerunner of locational theory is Alonso (1964)32. In his research, he illustrated 
that access to city centre is regarded as the only factor that causes effect on the land rents. 
He claimed that when consumers are choosing residential locations, they only care about 
the accessibility to a single work site. Assuming all consumers are identical, there would 
be a monotonic decline in site payments as distance from work site is increased. This 
phenomenon is resulted from the need to compensate for increase in transportation costs, 
as the residents live away from the working location. Apart from transportation expenses, 
the residents have to bear with a longer travelling time. Therefore, the lower site 
payments are actually offsetting the high transportation costs. Although Alonso’s simple 
trade-off model drew much criticism, his insight provided a significant base for 
researches on locational traits. 
 
Alonso emphasized the relationship between land rents and distance from city centre, 
where the main part of economic facilities located. In hedonic price models, distance to 
the Central Business District (CBD) is usually employed as a factor to quantify the 
locational attribute of a property. Owing to Hong Kong’s high population density, public 
transport is widely used by the citizens. Hau (1988)33 estimated that 90 per cent of Hong 
Kong residents depend on public transport. It is therefore very important to include this 
factor when apprising properties in Hong Kong. 
 
Mok et al. (1995) 34  studied 1027 housing transactions in North Point. In 
determining the locational factor, they measured the actual distance from the selected 
                                                 
32 Alonso, W. (1964) Location and Land Use, Cambridge: Harvard University Press 
33 Hau, D.T. (1988) The Demand of Public Transport in Hong Kong, Department of Economics and Centre 
of Urban Studies and Urban Planning, The University of Hong Kong, pp1-36 
34 Mok, H.M.K., Chan, P.P.K. and Cho, Y.S. (1995) A Hedonic Price Model for Private Properties in Hong 
Kong, Journal of Real Estate Finance and Economics, 10, pp37-48 
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properties to the edge of the CBD area which is the Causeway Bay MTR Station in their 
definition. The empirical finding showed that the increase in travel distance to CBD gives 
a negative impact to property prices. Chau, Ng and Hung (2001) 35 defined accessibility 
to the CBD as the travelling time, cost of travel, level of convenience and the availability 
of various transport modes to reach the CBD. 
 
Another research involving locational traits in Hong Kong was done by So et al. 
(1997)36. They studied the effect of transportation on property price in Hong Kong with a 
new variable, transport accessibility, introduced. It was referred to the distances to the 
nearest stations of the mass transit railway (MTR), buses and minibuses. Minimum time 
for walking was employed to measure the accessibilities of various modes of transport. 
The subject site of their study was Quarry Bay, of 1234 transactions during the selected 
timeframe. The empirical result presented the significance of the variables except the one 
for buses. 
 
Chau and Ng (1998)37’s research aimed at revealing the influence of an improvement 
in the efficiency of the transportation system. They have studied the price gradient from 
the Central Business District to the peripheral of Hong Kong in terms of improvement of 
a transportation system. The result showed that the electrification of the Kowloon Canton 
Railway in 1982 significantly diminished the price gradient between Shatin and Tai Po 
due to an increasing demand of properties in the suburban area. 
                                                 
35 Chau, K.W., Ng, F.F. and Hung, E.C.T. (2001) Developer’s good will as a significant influence on 
apartment unit prices, Appraisal Journal, 69, 1, pp26-31 
36 So, H.M, Tse, R.Y.C. and Ganesan, S. (1997), Estimating the Influence of Transport on House Prices: 
Evidence from Hong Kong, Journal of Property Valuation and Investment, 15, 1, pp40-47 
37 Chau, K.W. and Ng, F.F. (1998) The Effects of Improvement in Public Transportation Capacity on 
Residential Price Gradient in Hong Kong, Journal of Property Valuation and Investment, , 16, 4, 
pp397-410 
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One of the most common accusations for Alonso’s model is that he only took into 
account the accessibility to city centre. He overlooked the relocation cost suggested by 
Straszheim (1975)38. In Straszheim’s research, shortcomings of Alonso’s model were 
discussed. He pointed out that housing prices involve not only distance to city centre but 
also other neighbourhood characteristics. In contrast with Alonso’s monotonic decline of 
property price with distance to city centre, Kain and Quigley (1975)39 presented that the 
higher income and well-educated group tend to live away from the CBD for better quality 
of living. They praise the countryside for lower density and better air quality. This is 
showing that neighbourhood traits do affect the decision of purchasing a house.  
 
Owing to the discontented explanatory power of Alonso’s model, various researchers 
had placed effort in improving the model. Smith (1991) concentrated his study on coastal 
cities and found that distance from census tract to the coast should be considered on top 
of the standard urban model of population density estimation. Pinehart and Pompe (1999) 
estimated the value of different types of views by multiple regression method. The subject 
of stuffy was Seabrook Island and a barrier island off the South Carolina coast. Empirical 
findings drew a conclusion that ocean views, marsh and gold course can raise lot values 
significantly. 
 
As mentioned, locational traits involves both accessibility to economic and social 
facilities. Quite a little literature attempted to find out the impact of different social 
                                                 
38 Straszheim, M. (1975) An Econometric Analysis of the Urban Housing Market, New York: National 
Bureau of Economic Research 
39 Kain, J. and Quigley, J. (1975) Housing Markets and Racial Discrimination, New York: National Bureau 
of Economic Research 
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facilities on property values. Darling (1973)40 did a research on the relationship between 
property value and urban water parks, which act as recreational facilities in the area for 
selected properties. He proved his hypothesis by empirical data that the closer to an urban 
water park, the higher the property value. Harrison (1974) focus in another area for his 
research. The impacts of distance from school and accessibility to major highways were 
verified. A local example given by Mok et al. (1995)41 is the impact of school zones on 
property values. 
 
On the other hand, Megbolugbe (1989)42 disregarded locational attributes. The 
major reason claimed by him is that area of Jos, where the research was in question, was 
quite small (on average lengths of trip less than 1.5km) and the existence of multiple 
employment centres in the town. Work trips were therefore not the primary concern of the 
residents in Jos. Despite missing locational attributes, the explanatory power of the 
hedonic equation proposed was high. In this case, we can learn that locational trait might 
not be a necessity when its significance is expected to be very low. 
 
 
2.4.3 Neighbourhood Traits 
 
The third type of housing attributes to be concerned in hedonic price researches is 
neighbour traits. As suggested by Krumm (1980)43, including neighbourhood traits is vital 
                                                 
40 Darling, A.H. (1973) Measuring the benefits generated by urban water parks, Land Economics, 49, 
pp22-34 
41 Mok, H.M.K., Chan, P.P.K. and Cho, Y.S. (1995) A Hedonic Price Model for Private Properties in Hong 
Kong, Journal of Real Estate Finance and Economics, 10, pp37-48 
42 Megbolugbe, I.F. (1989) A hedonic index model: the housing market of Jos, Nigeria, Urban Studies, 26, 
pp486-494 
43 Krumm, R.J. (1980) Neighbourhood Amenities: An Economic Analysis, Journal of Urban Economics, 7, 
pp208-224 
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to housing market analysis. This type of housing attributes refers to socio-economic 
characteristics and physical nature of the neighbourhood. Accessibility to urban amenities, 
level of public services and pollution are also looked upon. 
 
It is commonly believed that property value will go down if a public housing estate 
is located in proximity. Yet literature on this issue diverges. Hugh (1963)44 studied the 
effect of public housing projects on property values and showed that it is a negative 
attribute to property values. Schafer (1972)45 demonstrated the reduction of property 
value stemming from the nearby Below Market Interest Rate housing. Rabiega et al. 
(1984)46 studied on the same topic and their empirical results clarified that the benefits of 
amenities by public housing prevails. 
 
Environmental problem is another researcher-interested area. Nelson (1978)47 tried 
to prove air pollution harms property values. With housing data supported, he showed that 
property price decreased by approximately 10% per ug/m3 of pollutants per day. Prior to 
Nelson’s study, Harrison and Rubinfeld (1976)48 verified the willingness to pay for air 
quality improvement by a hedonic approach. Boston metropolitan area was the focus of 
the research. It was established that marginal air pollution damages increased with 
household income. 
 
                                                 
44 Hugh, N. (1963) The Effect of Public Housing on Property Values in St. Louis, Land Economics, Nov 
1963, pp433-441 
45 Schafer, R. (1972) The Effect of BMIR Housing on Property Values, Land Economics, 48, pp282-286 
46 Rabiega, W.A., Lin, T.W. and Robinson, L.M. (1984) The Property Value Impacts of Public Housing 
Projects in Low and Moderate Density Residential Neighbourhoods, Land Economics, 60, 2, 174-179 
47 Nelson, J.P. (1978), Residential Choice, Hedonic Prices, and the Demand for Urban Air Quality, Journal 
of Urban Economics, 5, pp357-369 
48 Harrison, D.Jr. and Rubinfeld, D.L. (1976) Hedonic Housing Prices and the Demand for Clean Air, 
Journal of Environmental Economics and Management, 5, pp81-102 
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Water pollution also drew attention from researchers that Leggett and Bockstael 
(2000)49 concentrated on this topic. Simon et al. (1997)50 further verified the negative 
impact of underground storage tanks on residential and commercial properties. In the 
research, it was claimed that the petroleum compounds deteriorated the quality of 
drinking water. The empirical result demonstrated the negative effect was around 15% of 
the residential prices. 
 
Another study on the same side was done by Bible et al. (2002)51. The subject of the 
study was is relatively rare. They employed hedonic price model to estimate the effect of 
creosote plant site contamination on property values. The empirical results showed that an 
eight per cent loss was resulted from the creosote plant in the Shreveport-Bossier City 
area in Northwest Louisiana.  
 
Existence or condition of public utilities is another field of neighbourhood traits. 
Linneman (1980)52 investigated the neighbourhood attributes in determining a residential 
location. He validated the effects of street conditions and school quality on site values. 
These neighbourhood traits yielded 17-48% of the standardized variation in site 
valuations. It was pinpointed that the value for a site resulting from neighbourhood traits 
could climb up to a double of another with identical structural traits. 
 
                                                 
49 Leggett, C.G. & Bockstael, N.E. (2000) Evidence of the effects of water quality on residential land prices, 
Journal of Economics and Management, 39, pp121-144 
50 Simons, R.A., Bowen, W. and Semetelli A. (1997) The Effect of Leaking Underground Storage Tanks on 
Residential Sales Price, Journal of Real Estate Research, 14, 1, pp29-42 
51 Bible, D.S., Hsieh, C., Joiner, G. and Volentine, D.W. (2002) Environmental effects on residential 
property values resulting from the contamination effects of a creosote plant site, Property Management, 
20, 5, pp383-391 
52 Linneman, P. (1980) Some Empirical Results on the Nature of the Hedonic Price Function for the Urban 
Housing Market, Journal of Urban Economics, 8, pp47-68 
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Elliott and Wadley (2002) 53  raised another issue on transmission lines. They 
attempted to prove the stigma effect of high voltage overhead transmission lines 
(HVOTLs) based on regression analysis, valuation and attitudinal surveys. 
 
Weicher and Zerbst (1973)54 revealed the effect of neighbourhood parks on property 
values. The five parks under scrutiny gave a positive result to property values, ranging 
from 7 to 23 per cent of the property prices. 
 
From the reviewed literature, it is not difficult to reveal that neighbourhood could 
usually be an outstanding factor in determining property values. Often the magnitude of 
this factor could be the same or even greater than the structural traits and locational traits. 
Attributes under this category are not typical as structural traits and locational traits. They 
depend on the environment in proximity very much. 
 
 
2.5 Cultural and Psychological Attitudes towards Afterlife over the World 
 
Many researchers have noted the concept of afterlife among different cultures. Very 
often people refer the spirit of the deceased as ghosts. In some communities, people are 
afraid of ghost very much with institutionalized fear. Hong Kong is one example, affected 
by traditional Chinese culture and superstitious beliefs. This session will briefly outline 
literature regarding attitudes towards death. It can be expected that people with strong 
                                                 
53 Elliott, P. and Wadley D. (2002) The Impact of Transmission Lines on Property Values: Coming to Terms 
with Stigma, Property Management, 20, 2, pp137-152 
54 Weicher, J.C. and Zerbst, R.H. (1973) The Externalities of Neighbourhood Parks: An Empirical 
Investigation, Land Economics, 49, pp99-105 
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view against ghosts and deaths would choose not to locate their homes where fatal 
incidents happened in the vicinity. 
 
Arising from different cultural development processes, people from different 
countries might have their own concept towards death. This could lead to a fundamental 
difference in appraising property where deaths happened nearby. Rosenblatt et al. 
(1976)55 conducted a research in revealing the belief in the reality of spirits of the dead 
over various societies. Almost every society they have studied was proved to believe the 
said spirits in their culture. 
 
Noticed by Child (1993)56, people in many societies think that spirits are especially 
dangerous during the first few days after its death. Child has worked out the rationale 
behind. Having just known that their lives were lost, these spirits would like to share with 
the alive in their new and unclear afterlife. 
 
Literature suggested that Western cultures believe in reincarnation. In the research 
done by Strehlow (1964)57, some Australians conceived that spirits of the ancestors would 
reincarnate as the spiritual part of new human life. Child (1993)58  found similar 
phenomenon in the North-west Coast area in North America and Africa. People think that 
the spirits of immediate ancestors or relatives reincarnate in new members of the family. 
 
                                                 
55 Rosenblatt, P.C., Walsh R.P. and Johnson, D.A. (1976) Grief and Mourning in Cross-Cultural 
Perspective, New Heaven, CT: HRAF Press 
56 Child, A.B. (1993) Religion and Magic in the Life of Traditional Peoples, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall 
57 Strehlow, T.G.H. (1964) Personal Monototemism in a Polytotemic Community, Eike Haberland 
Meinhard Schuster, & Helmut Straube (Eds.), Festschrift für Ad. E. Jensen, 2, pp723-754 
58 Child, A.B. (1993) Religion and Magic in the Life of Traditional Peoples, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall 
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Afterlife, or the belief in survival beyond bodily dead, is a concerned issue in most 
communities. Very often people use the single word soul to describe the survival after 
death.59 Hultkrantz (1953)60 recognized the popularity of this soul concept among Native 
American. 
 
Although the belief of afterlife is commonly found among human beings, Child 
(1993)61 indicated the absence of a universal understanding towards the character of 
surviving soul, circumstances of its existence and the relationship between people alive 
and spirits beyond death. Gluckman (1937)62 considered that people tend to regard ghosts 
as having a very ambiguous picture of afterlife. There is no clear definition upon this 
concept and all stuff was established by personal imagination rather than culturally 
developed principles. 
 
Often people would name the spirit beyond bodily death as ghosts, which possesses 
a meaning of being dreadful. Rosenblatt et al. (1976)63 categorized the fear of ghost 
under two heads, one was applicable in all societies and the other one was for societies 
with institutionalized fear. They classified four reasons under the all-societies categories. 
It could be a normal reaction to the inconsistency between the physical death and the 
present appearance. Also underlying is the worry on taking action against the living by 
the dead. The third explanation goes to the invitation of joining the death from the 
deceased to the still living. The last one under the head which apply to all societies is to 
                                                 
59 Child, A.B. (1993) Religion and Magic in the Life of Traditional Peoples, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall 
60 Hultkrantz, A. (1953) Conceptions of the soul among North American Indians, Berkeley: University of 
California Press 
61 Child, A.B. (1993) Religion and Magic in the Life of Traditional Peoples, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall 
62 Gluckman, M. (1937) Mortuary Customs and the Belief in Survival After Death among the South-eastern 
Bantu, Bantu Studies, 11, pp117-136 
63 Rosenblatt, P.C., Walsh R.P. and Johnson, D.A. (1976) Grief and Mourning in Cross-Cultural 
Perspective, New Heaven, CT: HRAF Press 
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promote the breaking of ties with the dead. Rosenblatt et al. also suggested another type 
of explanation: societies with institutionalized ghost fear. This includes the belief of 
punishment from a ghost if ceremonies are improperly performed or even omitted. It 
might also be related to assistance required by the ghost for protection. Hong Kong, as a 
place with many customs regarding death, should be categorized as institutionalized ghost 
fear and the formation will be explained in the session on Chinese culture and beliefs. 
 
 
2.6 Chinese Culture and Beliefs 
 
In Chinese characters, ‘ghost’ in English is translated as gui 鬼. Poo (2004)64 
indicated from literature that there is a long history of the concept of ghost in China 
throughout various Dynasties. From ancient to modern times, Chinese think that every 
body would become a ghost after physical death and go to the world of ancestors. 
However, some ghosts would haunt people alive instead of becoming ancestors. The 
reason for this formation is that people are died in violence or unnatural events. Human 
beings passed away in these ways would become “haunting ghosts” (ligui 厲鬼) They 
would return as to ask for a proper funeral or to take revenge on those who exerted 
injustice on them. Sometimes they would even avenge for the wrongs they suffered. 
Chinese then believe that these haunting ghosts would attach or disturb the living human 
beings by various means. 
 
Superstitious belief is another major factor attributing to the ghost fear among 
                                                 
64 Poo, M.C. (2004) Religion and Chinese Society: “The Concept of Ghost in Ancient Chinese Religion, 
Hong Kong: Chinese University Press, pp173-191 
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Chinese. Li (2002)65 claimed from Zuo Zhuan that ancient Chinese accused gods and 
ghosts for illness. Both offending the gods and being tricked by ghosts would lead to 
sickness. In Li’s book, he quoted from Zi Chan66 the theory of haunting ghosts. This 
theory suggested that if ghosts have got a home, they would not be haunting. Chinese 
believes that ghosts without posterity are always haunting. If the ghosts’ offspring can 
offer proper sacrifices to them, they would not be haunting. 
 
 
2.7 Feng Shui Aspect 
 
Feng shui 風水, as described by Walters (1991)67, has no single meaning. It carries 
the meaning of ‘environment’. More often people refer feng shui to the feeling of a place, 
which western people ascribed to particular vibrations. Comparing with astrology, feng 
shui has the same feature of seeking one’s fate while differs significantly by the 
changeable nature. Interacting with the environment, people can shift their luckiness by 
altering the face of a landscape nearby. 
 
Much people regard feng shui as the pattern of wind and water by its literal meaning. 
Putting it forward, it is a Taoist art of living harmonically with the environment. Some 
researchers also regard feng shui as a science (Wong, 1996)68. Much of the feng shui 
mechanism like ‘nine palace’, ‘geomantic chart’ and ‘landforms’ have been studied. 
                                                 
65 Li, A. (2002) 中國迷信新研, Taibei Shi: Li Ao Chu Ban She 
66 Zi Chan is known as the most outstanding statesman of the State of Zheng in ancient China during the 
Spring and Autumn Period. Available from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zi_Chan [Accessed 1 March 
2007] 
67 Walters, D. (1991) The Feng Shui Handbook: A Practical Guide to Chinese Geomancy and 
Environmental Harmony, London : Aquarian Press 
68 Wong, E. (1996) Feng-shui: The Ancient Wisdom of Harmonious Living for Modern Times, Boston: 
Shambhala 
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Wong (1996)69 has also suggested the principle of matching occupants to the 
dwelling units. It concerns the one’s birth time and the environment of a residential flat. 
Feng shui is always concerned by purchasers in the real estate market, especially 
domestic premises. Usually people would consult or go along with feng shui experts when 
inspecting the property subject to transaction. Next Magazine (2007) 70 mentioned that 
famous feng shui advisers in Hong Kong usually have got one-month full booking. 
 
Song (1991)71 pointed out the importance of knowing the history of the residential 
flat before purchasing. Problems could arise if the interior design is not harmony or if 
pervious occupiers have got some sorrowful experiences. He commented that if these 
problems could be found at residential premises, they worth nothing. 
 
Lu and Yunhai (2002)72 suggested that some residential developments have a 
problem of chi 氣 that could cause fatal incidents. She illustrated the idea by the cruel 
murder case happened in 31 Granville Road in 1999.73 The residential block got a 
problem with its chi that resulted in the occurrence of a cruel murder case. 
 
Ma (2007)74 confirmed the viewpoint of matching the dwelling unit with one’s 
destiny. In an interview with Ma, he mentioned that for those units where incidents 
                                                 
69 Wong, E. (1996) Feng-shui: The Ancient Wisdom of Harmonious Living for Modern Times, Boston: 
Shambhala 
70 Ip, W.K (2007) 一個人在商場, Next Magazine, March 1, Hong Kong: Next Media Limited 
71 Song, S.G. (1991) 風水新講場, Hong Kong: Qin+yuan, pp12 
72 Lu, F. and Yunhai (2002) 凶宅魅驚, Hong Kong: Yi Ben Tang, pp114 
73 A female was found to be murdered, dismembered and her head was concealed inside a Hello Kitty doll. 
74 Ma, E. (2001) , 美孚新村四屍慘案環境做成？[online] Hong Kong. Available from 
http://www.masterma.com.hk/press-cht-015.htm [Accessed 1 March 2007] 
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involving deaths took place, there must be some problem with its feng shui environment. 
He addressed that if wicked chi is accumulated in a housing unit, fatal events would be 
more likely to happen. He recalled once he carried an inspection for his client in Telford 
Gardens. A public refuse collection point was found opposite to the subject unit however 
there was no awful odor. The awful odor form the refuse collection point is always 
regarded as a wicked chi. He suspected if the wicked chi accumulated somewhere. Later 
it was found that a suicide case happened in the unit beneath. He attributed this to the 
accumulated chi. 
 
 
2.8 Concluding Remarks  
 
This chapter revealed essential literature related to the theoretical model employed in 
this dissertation. Various stigma effects in the housing market are revealed. This draws a 
common characteristic among them: perceived risk of residents. The perceived risk is the 
major reason for depreciating the properties affected by certain stigma.  
 
Hedonic Price Theory and the subsequent related researches are carefully considered 
before moving onto the specific stigma effect of this study. Three main categories of 
housing attributes were also covered in this chapter. Structural, locational and 
neighbourhood traits are all important issues when developing a hedonic price model. 
Different housing attributes from various researches, including the ones concerning Hong 
Kong, were reviewed. For those where the subject area is in western countries, similar 
principles can be applied in Hong Kong upon minor adjustment. Some common skills 
employed in dealing with technical difficulties such as dummy variables and time 
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variables were included. 
 
It is not difficult to spot that culture and beliefs would affect one’s view towards 
death, which can directly affect property price if the unit is going to be transacted. 
Superstitious belief and feng shui beliefs are the most deep-rooted factors in mind of 
Chinese when evaluating residential premises. Advice from a feng shui expert, Mr. Edwin 
Ma, confirmed many principles interacting between death and the environment. It can be 
revealed from literature that Chinese would concern if unnatural death have previously 
happened in units or nearby. Thus, one would rationally reduce their desire on such flats 
given that choices are available in the market. 
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CHAPTER THREE  
 
METHODOLOGY AND DATA DESCRIPTION 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter is going to outline how the method of research employed in this 
dissertation, the Hedonic Price Model, is performed. The main theme of this dissertation 
is to reveal the impact, if any, of unnatural death to nearby property values. Spatial and 
temporal correlations will also be explored. The criteria in choosing relevant data set 
would also be covered in this chapter. 
 
There are a number of possible approaches to investigate the stigma effect of 
unnatural death in property market. For instance, questionnaires can be distributed to 
potential purchasers to find out their attitudes towards residential properties with nearby 
death cases. However, owing to the large amount of housing transactions in Hong Kong, 
it would be more promising to draw statistical conclusions from the observations in the 
market. Being empirically based, Hedonic Price Theory provides a solid base for 
researchers to estimate the separated preferences from the actual expenditures on 
properties. 
 
Much of the literature mentioned in chapter two were carried out by the Hedonic 
Price Model. This dissertation will follow the hedonic approach, with the specifications in 
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applying this model described later in this chapter. Essential techniques needed to 
perform the regression model, which is the principle for hedonic theory, will also be 
discussed. 
 
 
3.2 Classification of Deaths 
 
Conventionally people define death as the vanishment of living signs such as 
respiration, pulse, heartbeat and response to stimuli. Kastenbaum (2004)75 claimed Brain 
Death and the Harvard Criteria are more reliable definitions for death. Being unreceptive 
and unresponsive, no movement, breathing, reflexes and circulation to or within the brain 
are the comprehensive definition raised by Harvard Criteria. A person is said to be dead if 
the said conditions occurred. 
 
Deaths can be classified into natural deaths and unnatural deaths. By common 
acceptance, natural death refers to the appearance of Harvard Criteria by chronic disease 
or the legitimate death upon a certain age.76 In a forensic medicine context, natural death 
is also named as non-violent death. Its causes are divided into physiology and pathology, 
which carry the almost the same understanding as aforementioned (Li, 2003)77. Common 
circumstances for unnatural deaths are suicides, murders, terrorism, disaster, accidents, 
euthanasia, assisted death and abortion.78 
 
                                                 
75 Kastenbaum, R. (2004) Death, Society, and Human Experience, Boston: Pearson 
76 According to Guinness World Records 2007, the oldest person in the world has an age of 116. At present, 
people would hardly expect to have a life more than 116 years. 
77  Li, C. (2003) Death, China: Kunming Medical College 
78 Kastenbaum, R. (2004) Death, Society, and Human Experience, Boston: Pearson 
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One of the objectives of this research is to examine how the nature of unnatural 
death could affect the stigma effect on property values. Having consulted Hong Kong 
Police and Hong Kong Judiciary, there are currently no formal classification rules for 
unnatural death in Hong Kong. The Police would only investigate whether criminal 
offence is involved in the case while the Judiciary mentioned there is no guidance to the 
judges on the seriousness of the case. The representative for Judicial Administrator 
claimed there is not rigid and fast rule in categorizing such matters. Judges will have to 
look into the detailed facts in the case to decide how serious the case is. 
 
Owing to the inadequacy of categorization rules in Hong Kong, the stigma effect of 
unnatural death would be studied under three categories, namely brutal murders, suicides 
and accidental deaths. Brutal murders refer to the cases which at least four persons are 
killed. Suicides simply donate conditions that people committed suicides voluntarily. 
Accidental deaths mean that the victims are not intentionally killed themselves and there 
is no suspect of murderer concerned. 
 
 
3.3 Structure of Hedonic Price Model 
 
Having literature reviewed in Chapter 3, classical hedonic price model aim at 
revealing the relationship between housing price and attributes. Goodman (1978)79 
mentioned that the purpose of housing analysis is to lead to an interpretation of hedonic 
price coefficients as implicit prices reflecting streams of returns from given attributes of 
                                                 
79 Goodman, A. (1978) Hedonic prices, price indices and housing markets, Journal of Urban Economics, 5, 
pp471-484 
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the house. Putting this into an equation, 
 
P= f(C) 
 
where P = Selling Price of an individual flat 
C = a set of components that contributes to P 
 
It can be interpreted from the equation that the hedonic price of a component (C1) of 
set C is defined as 1/ CP ∂∂ . Assuming f(C) is a linear function, the equation can be 
rearranged as 
 
jAP ij
i
i εαα ++= ∑0  
 
where 0α  = Constant Term 
1α  = Regression coefficient of the attribute variable 
ijA  = Various independent variables 
jε  = Stochastic or error term 
 
Housing attributes could be categorized in three types, namely structural traits (S), 
locational traits (L) and neighbourhood traits (N). Various studies indicated that the 
market price (P) of a property can be expressed as 
 
P = f(S, L, N) 
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Rosen (1974)80 proposed the partial derivates of the function should be interpreted as the 
implicit marginal characteristic prices prevailing at particular market equilibrium. 
Suggested by Linneman (1980)81, the partial derivative was deemed to be the marginal 
change in the total site valuation associated with a change in particular trait while all 
other traits are held constant. Recalling jAP ij
i
i εαα ++= ∑0 , the market price can be 
expressed as 
 
ε∑∑∑ ++++= kkjjii NcLbSaaP 0  
 
where Si = Variables representing the structural traits i 
Lj = Variables representing the locational traits j 
Nk = Variables representing the neighbourhood traits k 
a0 = Constant term 
ai, bj, ck = Regression coefficient of the corresponding variables 
 
Differentiating the equation with respect to different traits, 
 
ii aSP =ΔΔ /  
jj bLP =ΔΔ /  
kk cNP =ΔΔ /  
 
                                                 
80 Rosen, S. (1974) Hedonic Prices and Implicit Markets: Product Differentiation in Pure Competition, 
Journal of Political Economy, 82, 1, pp34-55 
81 Linneman, P. (1980) Some Empirical Results on the Nature of the Hedonic Price Function for the Urban 
Housing Market, Journal of Urban Economics, 8, pp47-68 
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The regression coefficients ai, bj, ck gauge the changes in P with respect to a unit 
change in the corresponding variable (S, L, N) while other factors are constant. This is to 
say, other things being equal, a unit change in Si, Lj, Nk will lead to a change in P with the 
magnitude ai, bj, ck respectively. These regression coefficients actually govern the hedonic 
price of the corresponding housing attributes, such as floor level and flat size. The 
coefficients of the tested item, the occurrence of unnatural deaths, would be measuring its 
effect on property prices. 
 
 
3.3.1 Ordinary Least Square (OLS) Technique 
 
With a series of measured data, Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) technique estimates 
the true but unobservable function by a regression equation. To get a best fitting 
regression line, which is the line of minimal unexplained factor to the changes of the 
dependent variable, OLS is an essential technique. Put it simply, the primary intention of 
OLS is to minimize the stochastic or error term. 
 
In performing the OLS technique, the gradient descent method would be employed. 
In doing so, the sum of squares of the residuals (also known as ordinate differences) 
produced by the hedonic function will be minimized. The expectation of squared residual 
with least number of operations per iteration will be reduced by the least mean squares. 
 
Another interpretation of the OLS technique is to minimize the sum of the squared 
vertical deviations of the i (ranges from zero to one) predicted values of Y from the 
observed dependent variable Y. Putting the sum of the squared vertical deviations in 
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mathematical formula,  
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The above expression can be used to estimate values for the parameters of the 
regression line. The parameter b can be found by the following equation, 
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3.3.2 Dummy Variables 
 
Dummy variables are used to model qualitative factors which affect the dependent 
variable, for example, the existence of seaview. Sometimes these immeasurable attributes 
are necessary to be included in the hedonic equation as they contribute as a significant 
part for variation in property prices. Usually these factors possess only ‘yes/no’ in 
character. A dummy variable, which will take a value of 1 when ‘yes’ and 0 if ‘no’, or 
vice versa, will be introduced in such cases. 
 
Applying this concept on the existence of seaview with regard to property price, 
recalling the equation stated previously, 
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ε∑∑∑ ++++= kkjjii NcLbSaaP 0  
 
Assuming a linear relationship between property price, age and floor level and error 
variance is constant over the whole data set, we introduce SV as a dummy variable, the 
model can be specified as  
 
ε∑∑∑ +⋅++++= SVdNcLbSaaP kkjjii0  
 
where ⎩⎨
⎧
=
otherwise0
seaviewhaving1
SV
,
,
 
 
This equation has taken the effect of seaview into consideration for property price 
analysis. The regression coefficient d represents the effect of existence of seaview on 
property price. As a rational interpretation, d would be a positive significant number as 
purchasers would be willing to pay an extra premium for a flat possessing a seaview in 
Hong Kong. Yet, d might vary from estate to estate owing to the heterogeneous nature of 
real estate market. 
 
In short, a researcher would employ a dummy variable when he thinks that an 
explanatory variable exert a discrete influence rather than a continuous on the dependent 
variable. 
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3.3.3 T-statistics 
 
The statistical significance of the effect of an independent variable on the dependent 
variable is tested by t-statistics. In this dissertation, significance is the possibility that the 
property price is influenced by different housing attributes. One point worth to note is that 
significance is not in relation to the magnitude of the effect by the independent variable. 
An independent variable can be very significant but its effect on the dependent variable 
can be very small. 
 
Working out the value of t for an independent variable Xi, Beta coefficient bi which 
measures the relative importance of independent variables and Standard error of 
coefficient Sbi which estimates the standard deviation associated with the regression 
coefficient bi, are needed. The lower the standard error of coefficient in relation to the 
estimate, the more ‘accurate’ the coefficient. T-value for the independent variable I can be 
expressed as: 
 
i
i
i Sb
bt =  
 
For larger t-value, more accurate the estimate is. In other words, the likelihood of 
bi=0 become less. To be critical in determining whether an independent variable is 
significant, one has to decide the significance level that we can accept for the regression 
coefficient being zero. When we are 95% sure that bi is non-zero, i.e. Xi has an effect on 
C, we can say that bi is significant at the 5% level. The Type I error, chance that bi=0, is 
only 5%. We can also say that the coefficient bi is significant at 95% confidence level. 
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There is another expression for Type I error, p-value, which is the type-I error or the 
chance that the estimated coefficient is equal to zero. With smaller p-value, the estimated 
coefficient is more significant. 
 
 
3.3.4 Coefficient of determination – R2 
 
The coefficient of determination, R2 ranges from zero to one. It indicates the 
proportion of variation in the dependent variable explained by the variation in the 
independent variable(s). Often used as a measure of goodness of fit, the larger value 
means that the regression equation is better fit. R2 increases as more independent 
variables are added to the equation irrespective of whether these variables are significant. 
The coefficient of determination will certainly not be equal to 1. The remaining part, 
(1-R2) x 100% variation, cannot be explained neither by the particular independent 
variables nor the regression model.  
 
Adjusted coefficient of determination measures the proportion of variance (variation 
divided by degree of freedom) of the dependent variable explained by the variance of 
independent variable(s). For small degree of freedom, which refers normally large 
number of independent variables relative to the sample size, the R2 should be adjusted 
downward. The difference between the two is small when degree of freedom is large (>30) 
i.e. when the sample size is large relative to the number of independent variables 
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Although adjusted for the degree of freedom, the adjusted R2 is normally not the sole 
criteria for model selection. It is not sensible to compare the R2 and adjusted R2 of two 
models with different dependent variables. 
 
 
3.3.5 F-statistics – Fk, N-k-1 
 
F-statistics can be employed to test the significance of the R2 statistic. The 
coefficient of determination follows an F distribution with k and N-k-1 degree of freedom 
where N is the number of observations and k is the number of independent variables. This 
is to test the null hypothesis that none of the independent variable helps to explain the 
variations of the dependent variable about its mean. Putting the null hypothesis into 
formula, 
 
0=iβ   i∀  
 
For high F-value, at least one of the independent variables is significant in 
explaining the variation in the dependent variable. In resolving the critical value for 
F-statistics, an approach similar to that of t-statistics will be employed. If the F-value is 
high enough, the aforementioned null hypothesis can be rejected. The independent 
variables are said to be helping to explain the variation of the dependent variable. 
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3.3.6 Heteroscedasticity Test 
 
Heteroscedasticity refers to the inconsistency of variance of the error terms. It would 
arise if some data are measured more accurately than the others, several other reasons 
could also lead to this problem. They are variance of error correlates with one of the 
independent variable, effects of certain independent variables not taken into account and 
mis-specification of the functional form. Heteroscedasticity would lead to biased and 
inefficient standard error of regression coefficients. 
 
White’s test is an ordinary way to verify the existence of heteroscedasticity. 
Meanwhile, consistent standard errors and covariance can be achieved from the White 
heteroscedasticity. The problem could be rectified in this way or by Generalized 
(weighted) Least Square transformation that the hedonic equation would be estimated 
again. 
 
 
3.4 Choice of Functional Form 
 
In order to achieve a hedonic relationship with good explanatory power, the 
utilization of functional form is as important as the correct choice of independent 
variables. Linneman (1980)82 illustrated that a functional form misspecification could 
lead to an 86% over-estimation in his hedonic property model. However, one deficiency 
of Hedonic Pricing Theory is that it offers little guidance about the functional form to be 
                                                 
82 Linneman, P. (1980) Some Empirical Results on the Nature of the Hedonic Price Function for the Urban 
Housing Market, Journal of Urban Economics, 8, pp47-68 
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adopted. Butler (1982)83 pointed out that researchers have tended to determine the 
functional form by plausibility, goodness of fit and the like. 
 
Two situations can arise in determining the functional form. These situations will be 
discussed below and they are: 
a) a priori knowledge can be logically deduced; and 
b) no a prior information is available. 
 
 
3.4.1 A priori knowledge can be logically deduced 
 
If there exists a prior knowledge which can be logically deduced, the choice of 
functional form would be easier. The known functional form can be adopted directly 
without further estimation. For instance, the relationship between cumulative construction 
cost expenditure and time elapsed is expected to be an S-shape. If we are applying the 
regression equation on this relationship, the function should give an S-shape outlook. 
Thus, linear and quadratic equations would be rejected and more complicated 
formulations are needed. 
 
 
                                                 
83 Butler, R.V. (1982) The Specification of Hedonic Indexes for Urban Housing, Land Economics, 58, 
pp96-108 
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3.4.2 No a priori knowledge information is available 
 
When there is no knowledge about the relationship, trial and error based on 
empirical observation is the way to construct the specification of the hedonic equation. 
Mok et al. (1995)84 indicated that ambiguity of appropriate functional form in economic 
theories. They recommended the use of linear and logarithmic functional forms because 
of their popularity in housing market analysis. 
 
A standard process is assuming a linear function as the first attempt. If the linear 
form fails, more flexible functional forms which can assume different shapes will be 
employed. Polynomial function and Box-Cox transformation are some common second 
thoughts. 
 
 
3.4.3 Functional Forms adopted in this study 
 
As suggested by Chau, McKinnell and Wong (2003)85, given transaction data in the 
same residential estate, the property price per unit area could be evaluated in terms of 
basic structural attributes like size of the flat, the floor level, its age when transacted, view 
attribute, occurrence of murders and distance from the incident property. They have 
suggested an equation, 
 
                                                 
84 Mok, H.M.K., Chan, P.P.K. and Cho, Y.S. (1995) A Hedonic Price Model for Private Properties in Hong 
Kong, Journal of Real Estate Finance and Economics, 10, pp37-48 
85 Chau, K.W., McKinnell, K.G. and Wong, S.S. (2003) The Stigma Effects of Murders on Property Values, 
Unpublished, Department of Real Estate and Construction, The University of Hong Kong 
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The semi-log model was employed to minimize the effect of heteroskedasticity. This 
form is the most popular specification for hedonic price models. Owing to the differences 
in the characteristics of the housing estate, not all variables would be significant and the 
equation was subject to minor amendments in each case. 
 
A preliminary study of the topic was carried out by Wong (2000)86 and the 
functional form was of slight deviation from the one aforesaid. From the five cases he has 
studied, the general regression equation was, 
 
ε++⋅+
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Summarizing the two researches, semi-log linear form will be chosen as a start of 
functional form in this study. However, some independent variables and interaction terms 
would differ from these two equations. The rationale for variables selection would be 
stated in the following section. 
 
In a semi-log hedonic model equation, the coefficients of each independent variable 
will represent the variation of dependent variable in percentage, taking an example of 
                                                 
86  Wong, S.S. (2000) How do Murders and Suicides in an Apartment Affect the Values of Nearby 
Properties?, Unpublished BSc (Surveying) Dissertation, Hong Kong: The University of Hong Kong 
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property price against age and floor level of the property, 
 
Log (P) = a + b AGE + c FL 
 
the coefficient b is the change of P in percentage. A unit change of AGE will lead to a 
change of proportion of b in P. 
 
 
3.5 Variables Included 
 
It is important to select appropriate variables to incorporate into the hedonic equation 
since only the most costly to produce and which yielded most utility to a resident should 
be included. (Butler, 1982)87 Different variables to be considered in the functional form 
chosen will be discussed. 
 
 
3.5.1 Dependent Variable 
 
NUR Nominal Unit Rate 
It is the recorded consideration of the property per unit saleable area at the date 
of transaction. Price pre unit area is chosen to test the decrease, if any, attributed 
by the stigma effect by the size of the premises. 
 
                                                 
87 Butler, R.V. (1982) The Specification of Hedonic Indexes for Urban Housing, Land Economics, 58, 
pp96-108 
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3.5.2 Independent Variables 
 
SA Saleable Area 
This variable donates the saleable area of the property. It is measured in square 
feet, taking consideration of the marginal price of additional floor space of the 
unit. Despite the fact that literature employed Gross Floor Area (GFA) as a 
proxy for the size attribute of a dwelling unit, Saleable Area (SA) is adopted 
here since the actual size of the unit matters rather than GFA in measuring the 
effect of additional floor space of the unit from the purchaser’s perspective. The 
impact of additional floor space is two fold. For small units, the additional floor 
space gives a more spacious feeling so it should be a positive effect. However, 
it might be insignificant for large units because the additional area is not a 
crucial factor for purchasers of this kind. 
 
SA2 Square of Saleable Area 
The square term of saleable area is introduced because the increasing effect is 
anticipated not to grow straight upwards, when SA is expected to be positive. 
As discussed in the previous paragraph, for large flats in the same class88, 
further increase in size may not be a significant indicator for property value. 
However, it could be crucial to small- and medium-sized apartments. Therefore, 
the expected sign of this coefficient is negative. 
 
                                                 
88 Classification for residential units is generally referred to the technical notes for property market 
statistics issued by the Rating and Valuation Department, HKSAR government. Please refer to Appendix 
II. 
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FL Floor Level 
Floor level refers to the number of storeys above the ground level. Hong Kong 
is so crowded that much of the residential developments are erected in a vertical 
sense. There are units on different levels, of the same standing area. Purchasers 
would usually enjoy flats on higher floor levels because the surrounding 
environment is more spacious and possessing a superior view than the ones on 
low floor levels. A unit on high floor level can also get rid of the poor air 
quality produced by the vehicles on street level. Therefore, the expected sign of 
its coefficient is positive. 
 
FL2 Square of Floor Level 
Similarly to the size attribute, the effect of the advantage of higher floor level is 
expected to be diminishing. Consequently, the anticipated sign of this 
coefficient is negative. 
 
AGE Age 
The variable indicates how old the property was at the day when the Agreement 
for Sale and Purchase (ASP) was signed. Specifically, it is the difference 
between the issuance of Occupation Permit89 by the Buildings Department and 
the date when ASP is signed, in days. The larger value in AGE stands for older 
unit. It is rationally expected purchasers would prefer new flats to aged ones 
because of depreciation and obsolescence in the aged flats. They normally bear 
higher maintenance and repair costs. It is expected to have a negative 
                                                 
89 Under s.21 of Buildings Ordinance, an Occupation Permit will be issued by Buildings Department when 
the building fulfills certain requirements for occupation. It is deemed as the date of building completion. 
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coefficient for its coefficient. 
 
AGE2 Square of Age 
The square term of age is also added because the diminishing effect of aging. In 
other words, the decline in property price will be lower when the building is 
getting older and older. Being opposite to the sign of AGE, the expected sign of 
square of age is positive. 
 
SV Seaview 
This is a dummy variable justifying the effect of having a seaview on property 
prices. It is equal to one if any of the property’s windows have a view of the sea 
and zero otherwise. The expected sign for SV is positive for the enjoyment 
brought by it. 
 
PI Private Domestic Price Index 
The independent variable PI refers the private domestic price index from the 
Rating and Valuation Department. Since the record of transactions to be studied 
spread over the past sixteen years, the real estate market has experienced 
upturns and downturns. It is an important factor for purchasers to consider 
when they want to buy a housing unit. The private domestic price index is a 
transaction-based index that a great variety of classified residential properties 
are included. Based on its public- availability and generality, it would be the 
best control over inflation, market condition and other time related factors. 
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AD Occurrence of incident 
AD is a time dummy variable which equals one for transactions took place after 
the occurrence of incident. As suggested in chapter three, occurrence of 
unnatural deaths donates that the feng shui environment of the subject is bad. 
Therefore, stigma effect exploded and people would not be willing to pay as 
much as before the incident happed. The expected sign of AD is then negative. 
 
HD Horizontal Distance 
HD indicated the horizontal distance in metres from the apartment where 
unnatural deaths occurred. The term will be interacted with AD, the time 
dummy for occurrence since it takes no effect before the incident. Immediate 
after the occurrence, residential units which are closer to the incident unit 
should experience a sharper drop in value as suggested by feng shui principles. 
Thus, the expected sign for its coefficient should be positive. 
 
VD Vertical Distance 
Vertical distance bears the same function as HD. The principles behind and 
approach in the hedonic equation will be the same as those stated in the part 
regarding horizontal distance. The only difference is that the proxy of 
measurement would be number of floors instead of metres. For instance, if the 
incident was happened on 10/F, the value of VD for a transacted unit on 17/F 
would be 7. It is expected to be a positive impact for housing units. 
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BLKD Block Dummy 
Block Dummy indicates if the transacted unit is in the same block as the 
incident unit. It would also interact with AD. The value of BLKD would be 1 if 
the transacted property is located in the same building and 0 otherwise. The use 
of BLKD is to capture the additional decline which HD fails to capture. 
 
FLD Floor Dummy 
FLD is a dummy variable which equals one for the units situated on the same 
floor as the incident property and zero otherwise. Being interacted with AD, it 
measures the additional decline which VD cannot model. 
 
DUR Duration from the occurrence of incident 
DUR is a continuous variable which donates the duration since the unnatural 
death has happened, on a daily basis. If it is put into mathematical expression, 
DUR is equal to the date of transaction minus the date of occurrence of incident. 
Since it is expected the memory of the incidents will gradually fade out in 
people’s mind, the property value could then be recovered time by time. Thus, 
the coefficient is expected to be positive. 
 
TYiD Duration Dummy 
Duration Dummy is a dummy variable controlling the time over a certain period 
after the occurrence of incident on a yearly basis. For instance, TY1D donates 2 
March 2003 to 1 March 2004 if the incident was happened on 1 March 2003. If 
the signed date of Agreement for Sale and Purchase took place between 2 
March 2003 and 1 March 2004, TY1D would be equal to one and zero 
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otherwise. The period that TY2D stands for would be 2 March 2004 to 1 March 
2005. With an assumption of the incident would fade out from people’s mind, 
only ∑
=
5
1i
iDTY  will be tested. 
 
FLiD Nearby Floor Dummy 
Nearby Floor Dummy is a dummy variable which equals one if the property 
transacted is within a certain vertical distance from the property where suicides 
or accidental deaths happened in the same block. For instance, FL2D donates 
that the transaction property is within two storeys from the floor where the 
incident happened. If the incident occurred on 15/F, FL2D would equal one if 
the transacted property is on 13/F to 17/F in the same building. 
 
 
3.6 Hypotheses 
 
There are several subject matters under test in this research. Details of these matters 
will be transformed into hypotheses, and testified by regression analysis. Derivation and 
theories supporting the hypotheses would be discussed in the following session. 
 
 
3.6.1 Derivation of Hypotheses 
 
As reviewed in the chapter of literature, stigma effect is one of the negative 
externalities to housing values. Unnatural death, supported by the institutionalized fear in 
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Hong Kong, is regarded as a stigma effect in the property market. This would certainly 
bring some negative impact to nearby property values. 
 
Spatial and temporal correlations are under study since people are not expected to 
exert the stigma effect universally and permanently to the whole estate. With the 
traditional concept of haunting ghost among Chinese, properties which are the most 
closely located to the incident property would experience the greatest stigma effect. For 
the temporal consideration, People would gradually forget the occurrence of certain 
unnatural death according to the seriousness of the case. Not to mention the whole 
territory, even for the estate one lives in, he / she could hardly remember all the suicides 
happened over the last ten years. 
 
Chau, McKinnell and Wong (2003)90 suggested the continuous spatial and temporal 
nature of the stigma effect of brutal murders on property values. The continuous nature 
would be tested. However, as suicides and accidental deaths are also subject matters in 
this research, some deviations might arise. Stemming from the radical difference in the 
nature of unnatural death, the stigma effect could be totally different. Suicides and 
accidental death carry some alike and unlike characteristics as the brutal murders. Both of 
them were being publicized and scared. However, suicides and accidental deaths did not 
get much echo since people are expected to see such kind of news reports. 
 
                                                 
90 Chau, K.W., McKinnell, K.G. and Wong, S.S. (2003) The Stigma Effects of Murders on Property Values, 
Unpublished, Department of Real Estate and Construction, The University of Hong Kong 
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Adopting the principle of anchor reference point in consumer behavior91, people 
might consider the spatial and temporal nature of stigma effect by a discrete concept. In 
light of consumer behavior, people would distinguish products of $999 and $1,000 as two 
groups, which you may refer to three digits and four digits. However, they are actually of 
a single dollar difference. This illustrates people consider values in a discrete concept 
rather than continuous concept. With the same principle, people might not consider 
scientifically for continuous spatial and temporal nature of the stigma effect when the 
unnatural death occurred is not a seriously brutal case. For the sake of simplicity, this 
dissertation will test up to five years from the occurrence of unnatural deaths in temporal 
consideration and five storeys from the floor where the incident happened in spatial 
consideration. 
 
 
3.6.2 Listed Hypotheses 
 
? The occurrence of unnatural death would bring adverse impact to the nearby 
property values. 
? The farther away from the incident property, the less the stigma effect exerted 
on nearby property values. 
? The longer the time elapsed from the occurrence of the unnatural death, the less 
the stigma effect exerted on nearby property values. 
? Spatial and temporal considerations to the stigma effect are discrete for suicides 
and accidental deaths. 
 
                                                 
91 Yadav, M.S. (1994) How Buyers Evaluate Product Bundles: A Model of Anchoring and Adjustment, 
Journal of Consumer Research, 21, 2, pp342-353 
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3.7 Regression Equations 
 
With consideration of the aforementioned equations developed by Wong (2000)92 
and Chau, McKinnell and Wong (2003)93, the equation has been modified with price 
index and duration since the occurrence of the incident. The duration will also be 
interacted with the horizontal and vertical distance determinants to study the impact of 
distance effect over time. 
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Simplifying it, 
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If the above equation (hereafter referred as “general regression model”) is incapable 
of explaining the stigma effect brought by unnatural deaths, the following modified 
equation (hereafter referred as “modified regression model”) will be adopted to form 
anchor spatial and temporal reference points by nearby floor dummies and duration 
                                                 
92 Wong, S.S. (2000) How do Murders and Suicides in an Apartment Affect the Values of Nearby 
Properties?, Unpublished BSc (Surveying) Dissertation, Hong Kong: The University of Hong Kong 
93 Chau, K.W., McKinnell, K.G. and Wong, S.S. (2003) The Stigma Effects of Murders on Property Values, 
Unpublished, Department of Real Estate and Construction, The University of Hong Kong 
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dummies. Trail and error will be performed to observe the effective spatial and temporal 
nature of the stigma effect. 
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where 
 
RUR is the transaction price per unit saleable area at the date of transaction; 
 
ai, bi, ci are the coefficients to be estimated; 
 
SA is the saleable area in square feet 
 
AGE is the age of the property, when transacted, in terms of years; 
 
FL is the floor level of the property; 
 
SV is a dummy variable which is equal to 1 if there is a sea view from the flat 
and 0 otherwise; 
 
PI is the private domestic price index issued by the Rating and Valuation 
Department 
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AD is a dummy variable which is equal to 1 if the transaction was carried out 
after the occurrence of the incidents in the corresponding estate and 0 
otherwise; 
 
BLKD is a dummy variable which equals 1 for the units located in the same building 
as the incident property and 0 otherwise; 
 
HD is the horizontal block distance from of the incident from the incident 
property measured in metres; 
 
FLD is a dummy variable which equals 1 for the units located on the same floor as 
the incident property and 0 otherwise; 
 
VD is the vertical distance form the incident property with the number of floors 
as a proxy;  
 
TYiD is a dummy variable which equals 1 for transactions took place within the 
i-th year from the occurrence of the unnatural death and 0 otherwise; 
 
FLiD is a dummy variable which equals 1 for units located within i floors from the 
floor where unnatural deaths occurred and 0 otherwise; and 
 
1ε  is the error term. 
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3.8 Interviewing Practitioners 
 
Interviews were lined-up to acquire experts’ views on the subject matter, revealing 
how the stigma effect of unnatural deaths is reflected in professional practice. Mr. Edwin 
Ma, a feng shui expert provided principles in feng shui to support the construction of the 
stigma effect on property values, as mentioned in chapter three. 
 
Another interview with a banking practitioner will be aimed at collecting the attitude 
of bankers towards the stigma effect. Owing to capital constraint, people in Hong Kong 
usually apply for mortgage when purchasing a flat. Mortgage policy adjustments after the 
occurrence of various unnatural deaths will be reviewed. 
 
Opinions from valuation experts would also be a part of the study. Banks usually 
rely on the valuation report from valuers to determine the mortgage amount. Questions in 
parallel with the empirical results from the Hedonic Pricing Model will be set. Spatial and 
temporal correlations will be questioned. 
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3.9 Sources of Data 
 
The selection of data and the sources of the case studies are based on: 
 
1. Economics Property Research Centre (EPRC) 
2. Hong Kong Property Review 
3. Online database for residential units where unnatural deaths occurred 
4. Master Layout Plan of the selected housing estate 
 
Hong Kong Property Review from Rating and Valuation Department, online 
database for unnatural deaths in residential units and the master layout plans are all freely 
accessible on the internet. EPRC is charged for its property transaction database. The 
account for retrieving data from EPRC is provided by the Department of Real Estate and 
Construction in The University of Hong Kong. 
 
 
3.9.1 Housing Transaction Record 
 
The transactions records under analysed in this dissertation are extracted from the 
Economic Property Research Center (EPRC). The earliest records in the database can be 
traced back to 1991. EPRC provides the transaction records registered in Land Registry 
and a lot of transaction-related information. These include the consideration, date of 
transaction, address of the property, names of the assignee and assignor, date of 
occupation permit granted, gross floor area, net floor area, floor level, etc. 
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A problem of duplication might arise if transactions are extracted from EPRC. Every 
transaction could involve more than a single agreement, for example, provisional 
agreement for sale and purchase (PASP) and assignment. However, not all transactions 
involve PASP and assignment as agreements. The transactions which involve PASP might 
dominate and destruct the empirical result. EPRC stored all transactions with agreements. 
Repeated data set must be removed in order not to double count. Only the transactions 
with agreement for sale and purchase (ASP) will be considered. 
 
View attributes of the transacted units are however not included in the database of 
EPRC. In order to obtain the view amenities of the transacted units, site visits are 
conducted. Nonetheless, owing to security reason, it is impossible to visit every of the 
transacted units recorded in EPRC. Master layout plans and floor plans of the 
developments considered are therefore examined to get a full picture how the view is 
oriented in each units. These plans are freely accessible from the online residential 
development brochure through estate agent companies such as Centaline94 and Midland95. 
The master layout plans are also used to scale the horizontal distance between the block 
where transaction took place and blocks where the incidents happened. 
 
 
3.9.2 Source of Residential Units where Unnatural Deaths Occurred 
 
This dissertation aims at revealing the stigma effect of unnatural deaths such as 
murders, suicides and accidental deaths on property values. Whoms.net provides a large 
                                                 
94 http://www.centanet.com/chome.htm [Accessed 1 March 2007] 
95 http://www.midland.com.hk/ [Accessed 1 March 2007] 
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database of “haunted house”. It is a real estate online platform that various types of 
information regarding Hong Kong real estate market are catered. A section of it goes for 
the detailed list of apartments involving deaths over the past two decades.96 The records 
are based on news reports, the date of the incident, a brief description of the incident and 
the address of the subject property are recorded. Owing to the enormous number of cases, 
the full list would not be included in this dissertation. 
 
Whoms.net supplied a very comprehensive database for housing units involving 
deaths, from private residential developments to public housing estates and even village 
type houses. However, only housing units in private residential developments will be 
studied in this research. The reason is two fold. Unless a premium is paid for free-market 
trades, public housing estates and home ownership scheme estates are not subject to 
re-sale. Extensive research has to be done in clarifying if the transacted unit are of 
free-market trade or discounted trade. Also underlying is that the number of transactions 
for these housing units is far smaller than the satisfactory number required in performing 
regression analysis. 
 
3.10 Period of Observation 
 
Observations would be traced back to the earliest records in the Economic Property 
Research Centre in 1991 till October 2006. Within this stated period of time, all signed 
agreement for sale and purchase would be taken into consideration. Transactions which 
are too fresh would also not be under consideration as some transactions within the same 
period might not have been registered at the Land Registry. Although some transactions 
                                                 
96 http://www.whoms.net/servlet/template?series=96 [Accessed 1 March 2007] 
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after October 2006 are available, they will not be considered because the price index for 
private domestic issued by Rating and Valuation Department is provisional for this period. 
Nonetheless, given the long period of observation, the few additional months would not 
affect the results much. 
 
 
3.11 Selected Cases of Unnatural Deaths 
 
Seven cases are selected for this study. A summary of the case details is provided in 
this session. 
 
Table 1 - Summary of Cases Selected 
 
Case Address Date Details 
Mei Foo Sun 
Chuen (MFS) 
Unit C, 6/F, 19 Glee Path, 
Phase 2, Mei Foo Sun Chuen 
2-Jan-01 A man killed his wife, his son 
and a neighbour with a 
hammer and then leaped out 
from the window. 
    
Telford 
Gardens (TG) 
Unit 501, Block C, Telford 
Gardens 
22-Jul-98 Five ladies were cheated by a 
person who claimed himself as 
a physiognomist to take toxic 
drugs.  
    
Shaukeiwan 
Plaza (SP) 
24/F, Lai Man Court, 
Shaukeiwan Plaza 
1-Oct-02 The girlfriend of a famous 
local band singer committed 
suicide in the bathroom of the 
unit. It is believed that she has 
taken drugs before deceased. 
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Belvedere 
Garden (BG) 
38/F, Block 6, Phase 2, 
Belvedere Garden 
13-Apr-02 A 3-people family committed 
suicide by burning charcoal. 
Difficult financial sitatuation 
after the Asian Financial Crisis 
is the reason put them to death. 
    
Villa 
Esplanada 
(VE) 
28/F, Block 7, Villa Esplanada 3-Feb-02 A girl was hit by a falling 
television and her skull was 
burst by the television. 
    
Sun Tuen Mun 
Centre (STM) 
Unit F, 41/F, Block 2, Sun 
Tuen Mun Centre 
2-Jan-94 There was a explosion caused 
by liquefied petrol gas. The 
accident leaded to one death 
and eight injuries. 
    
Metro City 
(MC) 
16/F, Block 3, Phase 2, Metro 
City 
4-Feb-03 A women lost balance when 
she was relying on a window 
frame. She fell off from the 
subject unit and died. 
 
 
3.12 Selected Housing Estates 
 
Several large scale housing estates are selected for this study. They are Mei Foo Sun 
Chuen (Phase II), Telford Gardens, Shaukeiwan Plaza, Belvedere Garden (Phase 2), Villa 
Esplanada, Metro City (Phase 2) and Sun Tuen Mun Centre. All of them large scale 
residential developments that a large number of housing units are packed within several 
blocks on a small area of land. Such intense living environment could sharpen the stigma 
effect of unnatural deaths, if any. Moreover, transactions in these estates are active that a 
large sample size could be taken for regression analysis. The location plans of these 
estates are attached at Appendices III – IX. 
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Mei Foo Sun Chuen Phase 2 (MFS) 
Mei Foo Sun Chuen is one of the oldest large-scale residential estates in Hong Kong 
with its first phase completed in 1968. The whole estate is comprised of eight phases 
and there are 213 housing blocks in total. Despite the long history of Mei Foo Sun 
Chuen, purchasers regard it as a price-stable estate as a “blue chip” in the stock 
market. For the sake of simplicity, only the phase where the incident happened, 
Phase 2, would be analysed in this study. Phase Two of the estate consists of 29 
blocks which is as large as a single residential estate. If there is such stigma effect, 
enough data can be drawn from Phase 2 of Mei Foo Sun Chuen only. 
 
Telford Gardens (TG) 
Telford Gardens is a large scale private housing estate situated in Kowloon Bay. It is 
composed of 41 residential blocks with nearly five thousand units in total. The 
housing blocks were constructed over a podium which contains a large shopping 
arcade. Kowloon Bay MTR Station and the MTR Kowloon Bay Depot are situated at 
Telford Gardens. 
 
Shaukeiwan Plaza (SP) 
This is a comparatively smaller estate that it consists of three residential blocks only. 
It is situated in the central part of the Eastern district with major routes and modes of 
transportation. Since the development completion in 1992, Shaukeiwan Plaza has 
been maintaining a fair price. 
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Belvedere Garden Phase 2 (BG) 
It is another large-scale residential development located in Tsuen Wan with 19 blocks 
in total. Phase 2 of Belvedere Garden is the largest part out the three phases, 
consisting of nine residential blocks. It is not immediate next to Tsuen Wan MTR 
Station but occupants could travel there by private shuttle bus. Bus terminus and 
minibus stations are also provided. 
 
Villa Esplanada (VE) 
Villa Esplanada is a relatively new residential development that it was completed in 
1999. There are ten blocks in total, providing 1624 units. A substantial portion of 
dwelling units in this estate could enjoy a sea view. It is next to the Tsing Yi Airport 
Railway Station. One of the attractive points to purchasers is the luxurious clubhouse 
which includes indoor and outdoor swimming pools, basketball court, barbeque area, 
etc. 
 
Sun Tuen Mun Centre (STM) 
This is an estate completed in 1990 with ten residential blocks. The dwelling units 
are built over a podium for car parking. Being situated in Tuen Mun, a considerable 
time is needed to travel from the estate to the Central Business District. It is next to 
the Light Rail Depot. A large park and a sports ground is in proximity. 
 
Metro City Phase 2 (MC) 
Metro City is a new estate and composed of three phases. Metro City Phase 2 was 
completed in 1999. It is situated at the centre of Tseng Kwan O that accessibility is 
convenient. It is constructed over Po Lam MTR Station that public transport can be 
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reached easily. A large shopping arcade is attached to the development that 
occupants are provided with daily necessities and other commodities.  
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CHAPTER FOUR  
 
EMPRICIAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
4.1 Statistics of Data 
 
In this session, descriptive statistics of several variables will be shown. Table 2 
shows the statistics of nominal unit rate for the seven housing estates selected in the 
previous chapter. Table 3 and 4 demonstrates the information of the block dummy 
variable and incident-occurrence dummy variable in the corresponding estates 
respectively. 
 
 
Table 2 - Descriptive Statistics of Nominal Unit Rate 
 
Estate Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 
Minimum Maximum 
MFS 3584 1101 821 8920 
TG 4012 1242 1238 7990 
SP 5351 1472 2247 9971 
BG 3726 1160 873 7504 
VE 5726 1524 1537 11769 
STM 2616 757 994 6736 
MC 4764 624 1786 6814 
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Table 3 - Descriptive Statistics of Block Dummy Variable 
 
Estate 
Count for 
BLKD =1 
Total Number of 
Observations 
Percentage out of 
total Observations 
MFS 84 2607 3.22% 
TG 240 4534 5.29% 
SP 330 948 34.81% 
BG 426 3447 12.36% 
VE 224 3741 5.99% 
STM 463 4552 10.17% 
MC 374 4189 8.93% 
 
 
Table 4 - Descriptive Statistics of Incident Occurrence Dummy Variable 
 
Estate 
Count for 
AD =1 
Total Number of 
Observations 
Percentage out of 
total Observations 
MFS 1162 2607 44.57% 
TG 1738 4534 38.33% 
SP 161 948 16.98% 
BG 582 3447 16.88% 
VE 652 3741 17.43% 
STM 3459 4552 75.99% 
MC 897 4189 21.41% 
 
 
4.2 Interpretation of Empirical Results 
 
The empirical results of the selected housing estates are of similarities and 
discrepancies. This can be explained by the fact that these estates are not identical in 
nature, for example, the location, environment, amenities nearby and characteristics of 
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purchasers. These distinct factors could influence the level of determination of common 
structural attributes as well as the stigma effect of unnatural deaths. 
 
The structural attributes of the regression models generally give satisfactory results 
with the expected signs. The rationale for such effects has already been covered by 
literature reviewed in chapter two and the discussion of included variables in chapter 
three. Since structural attributes are not the subject of this research, the results will not be 
discussed here unless results contradictory to the expected. 
 
There are more than one result table in all cases. The reason behind is that the 
original equation is not best fit for the data, therefore, a new revised equation will be 
chosen in order to give a more satisfactory result without changing the underlying 
principle of the analysis and those most important variables under investigation. The full 
original result tables will be attached at the appendices while the relevant table for 
discussion will be included in the context. 
 
 
4.3 Brutal Murders 
 
Two brutal murder cases are taken into consideration in this dissertation. Recalling 
from the last chapter, brutal murders refer to the cases which at least three persons are 
killed. In the Mei Foo Sun Chuen case, four lives were put to an end because of a 
domestic dispute. Another five people died in the Telford Gardens case. Police reported 
that the scene of the murder was eccentric. They are believed to be killed by a person who 
claimed himself as a physiognomist. 
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4.3.1 Mei Foo Sun Chuen Phase II (MFSC) Case 
 
Recalling form chapter three, the general regression model is, 
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The full result of the general regression model is attached at Appendix X. However, 
the coefficients of SA, SV and the hypotheses-test subjects are not significant at 5% level. 
The equation is rearranged to achieve a more satisfactory result. Having discussed in the 
methodology, there is no definite function form for the regression models in this study, 
nor a fixed set of independent variables to be incorporated, the best way to find out the 
optimum equation by trial and error. A new function for this case is formed without 
changing the underlying principle of the hypotheses testing. 
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Table 5 - Result of Mei Foo Sun Chuen Phase II from Revised Equation 
 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
SA *** 0.000151 1.79E-05 8.449125 0.0000 
FL *** 0.018432 0.002292 8.041255 0.0000 
FL2 *** -0.000720 0.000101 -7.123989 0.0000 
AGE *** -0.112195 0.016398 -6.841906 0.0000 
AGE2 *** 0.001907 0.000343 5.552187 0.0000 
SV * 0.038893 0.020859 1.864574 0.0624 
PI *** 0.010738 0.000195 55.19302 0.0000 
AD *** -0.134513 0.027111 -4.961596 0.0000 
BLKDAD ⋅ * -0.079527 0.041095 -1.935201 0.0531 
HDAD ⋅ *** 0.000868 0.000198 4.392671 0.0000 
VDAD ⋅ ** 0.013152 0.005879 2.237236 0.0254 
DUR *** 0.000111 2.09E-05 5.286992 0.0000 
HDDUR ⋅ *** -2.96E-07 1.03E-07 -2.876773 0.0041 
Intercept *** 8.409495 0.195994 42.90683 0.0000 
R-squared 0.780064     F-statistic 707.4448 
Adjusted R-squared 0.778961     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000 
Included observations: 2607 after adjustments  
*** Significant at 1% level, **Significant at 5% level 
*Significant at 10% level 
 
After deleting some independent variables, result has come out more satisfactorily 
(Table 5). The variables subject to test are of high significance. A possible reason for the 
omission of SA2 is that the price effect of additional area of the unit in Mei Foo Sun 
Chuen (Phase II) does not rise at a decreasing rate. It is not an essential variable in the 
equation. 
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From Table 5, it can be seen that the coefficient of determination, R2, is fairly high 
(0.7801). The R2 indicates that the independent variables selected for the model can 
explain 78% of the variations of the nominal unit rate. This is a high figure for housing 
models and it implies that these variables identified are major determinants of property 
prices in Mei Foo Sun Chuen (Phase II). 
 
Having reviewed the general results of the hedonic equation, specific items are to be 
studied. The dummy variable of occurrence of murder in an apartment of the estate (AD) 
showed the expected sign of negative. It illustrates that the occurrence of this murder with 
suicide case has generated an adverse effect on the whole estate when compared to the 
time prior to the incident. Although phase II of Mei Foo Sun Chuen is of a largely spread 
area, the effect was still covering the whole estate. Considering the coefficient of this 
dummy variable, the whole estate experienced a drop of 13.45% in unit rates for all 
properties transacted after the occurrence of this incident on 22 July 1998. 
 
The spatial correlation resulting from the incident is affirmed by the high 
significance of the variables HDAD ⋅  and VDAD ⋅ . From the empirical result, there 
would a 0.08% increase for a single metre away from the incident block. When compared 
with the block where the murder case was happened, other blocks would have an increase 
of 0.96% to 15.2% in unit rate. 
 
On top of the horizontal correlation, BLKDAD ⋅  modeled the extra drop of unit 
rate for Block 19, the block where the murder was occurred. There was about an extra 8% 
drop in unit rate for housing units within Block 19 over the other blocks.  
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Within the same building as the incident happened, the spatial correlation was 
monitored by the independent variable VDAD ⋅ . The estimated coefficient of this 
variable, 0.0132, indicates that for one storey away from the incident block, there would 
be a rise of 1.32% in unit rate. Totaling with the 13.45% drop for the whole estate and 8% 
for Block 19, residential units on the same floor where the murder occurred experienced a 
drop of 21.45% in unit rate when compared with transactions prior to the incident. 
 
When time elapsed from the occurrence of incident is considered, the stigma effect 
would said to be diminishing. DUR was found to have a positive coefficient that the 
whole estate was experiencing an increase day by day since the occurrence of the incident. 
There was 0.01% added per day after the occurrence of the brutal murder. 
 
The duration factor also gave satisfactory result when interacted with the horizontal 
correlation. The estimated coefficient of this variable is opposite to the one for HDAD ⋅ , 
showing that the spatial correlation is diminishing. In other words, the increase of 
property value with distance from the incident property will be rectified gradually with 
time. 
 
From this case, it can be observed that the coefficient for AD and BLKDAD ⋅  are 
comparatively larger in magnitudes as those of FL and SIZE. It could be concluded that 
in Mei Foo Sun Chuen (Phase II), the stigma effect existed with a significant effect 
compared with other housing characteristics. 
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4.3.2 Telford Gardens (TG) Case 
 
The full result of the general regression model is attached at Appendix XI. Some of 
the variables are not significant at 5% level as the previous case; they are SA, AGE, 
AGE2 and the hypotheses-test. By rearranging the equation without changing the 
fundamental principles, a more satisfactory result was achieved. The new functional form 
for this case is, 
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Table 6 - Result of Telford Gardens from Revised Equation 
 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
SA *** 0.000443 4.89E-05 9.072671 0.0000 
FL *** 0.010715 0.000864 12.39963 0.0000 
FL2 *** -0.000260 3.46E-05 -7.525716 0.0000 
AGE *** -0.004422 0.001581 -2.796956 0.0052 
PI *** 0.009410 0.000108 86.88023 0.0000 
AD *** -0.158660 0.016195 -9.796965 0.0000 
BLKDAD ⋅ *** -0.098948 0.026468 -3.738386 0.0002 
HDAD ⋅ *** 0.000573 0.000104 5.524923 0.0000 
2HDAD ⋅ *** -1.19E-06 1.96E-07 -6.099412 0.0000 
DUR *** 4.47E-05 7.80E-06 5.731588 0.0000 
BLKDDUR ⋅ * 2.40E-05 1.44E-05 1.666735 0.0956 
HDDUR ⋅ * 3.55E-08 2.15E-08 1.652000 0.0986 
Intercept *** 7.097473 0.028953 245.1339 0.0000 
R-squared 0.872666     F-statistic 2581.999 
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Adjusted R-squared 0.872328     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000 
Included observations: 4534 after adjustments  
*** Significant at 1% level, **Significant at 5% level 
*Significant at 10% level 
 
After deleting the independent variables SA2, AGE2 and some other death-related 
variables the result appears to be more satisfactory. Reasons for omission of the square 
terms are explicit as the case of Mei Foo Sun Chuen. The effect of additional floor space 
and the age of the property on the value do not rise / drop at a decreasing rate respectively. 
The slight drop in R-squared value affirms that the neglect of these variables do not affect 
the whole result much. 
 
From Table 6, the coefficient of determination, R2, is very high (0.8727) in this case. 
It indicates that the independent variables selected for the model can explain 87% of the 
variations of the nominal unit rate. This is a high figure for housing models and it implies 
that these variables identified are major determinants of the property price in Telford 
Gardens. 
 
The dummy variable of occurrence of a brutal murder AD showed the expected sign 
of negative. Negative impact was exerted to the whole estate when compared to 
transactions before the occurrence of the incident. Although Telford Gardens is of a large 
estate with 41 residential blocks, the stigma effect laid over the whole estate. Considering 
the coefficient of this dummy variable, the whole estate experienced a drop of 15.87% in 
unit rates for all properties transacted after the occurrence of this incident on 22 July 
1998. 
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With the concern of the interacted block dummy BLKDAD ⋅ , the block where the 
murder happened experienced another 9.89% reduction in unit rate after the occurrence of 
the murder, contrasting to other blocks. 
 
Horizontal correlation variables are found to be significant in this case. Both 
HDAD ⋅  and 2HDAD ⋅  showed expected signs with statistical significance. For every 
metre away from the incident block, there is a 0.06% rise in the nominal unit rate of the 
properties. 2HDAD ⋅  explained the spatial correlation in this case was not a linearly 
direct one. Vertical correlation cannot be verified from this case. A possible interpretation 
is that people depreciate the whole block by a discount rather than floor by floor because 
they think that the brutal murder affected the whole residential block. 
 
The duration variable showed that the estate was recovering from the stigma effect 
of the brutal murder time by time. DUR was found to have a positive coefficient that the 
whole estate was experiencing an increase since the occurrence of the incident. For every 
day after the occurrence of the murder, there was a 0.004% increase in unit rate for all the 
units in Telford Gardens. 
 
When the duration factor is interacted with the horizontal distance effect, it showed a 
positive coefficient that from time to time the distance effect was more acute. In other 
words, the increase of property value with distance from the incident property will be 
aggravated gradually with time. Though the magnitude of its coefficient is extremely 
small, it can be deduced that the spatial correlation with the stigma effect of the brutal 
murder did not vanish over a long time. People are still considering the farther away from 
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the incident unit is better because they still put the murder on their minds. 
 
 
4.4 Implications of the Two Brutal Murder Cases 
 
The empirical data suggests that the negative effects of brutal murders are not 
localized in the property where the incident occurred. As reflected from the two cases, 
there would be a sharp fall in property prices after the occurrence of a brutal murder in 
the housing estate. It was shown that brutal murders brought negative impacts to housing 
values and it could be categorized as a stigma effect on property values. 
 
However, the stigma effect diminishes as the distance from the incident property 
increases. Spatial correlations, in terms of horizontal and vertical, are revealed by the 
empirical results. The effect would also fade away with time after the murder occurred. 
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4.5 Suicides 
 
Two suicide cases are selected to study the stigma effect of unnatural death of this 
kind. Although Shaukeiwan Plaza is not as large as the other estates selected in this study, 
the case happened was renowned. A lady was found to be dead in the lavatory of the unit. 
She was the girlfriend of a famous local pop-singer, Sai-wing Yip. Another case happened 
in Belvedere Garden that the whole family committed suicide because their financial 
condition could not be recovered since the Asian financial crisis. 
 
 
4.5.1 Shaukeiwan Plaza (SP) Case 
 
The general regression model was adopted in this case with the full result attached at 
Appendix XII. However, after trail and error, satisfactory result for the death-related 
variables was not shown. As discussed in the previous chapter, the fundamental nature of 
the unnatural death might be the cause of failure of the general regression model. 
Therefore the discrete spatial and temporal correlations were put under test. The full 
result of this test is attached at Appendix XIII. Adopting the same approach for brutal 
murders, the optimum equation was found by trail and error. A new function is formed 
without changing the underlying principle of the hypotheses testing, that is, 
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Table 7 - Result of Shaukeiwan Plaza from Revised Modified Equation 
 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
SA *** -0.007215 0.002055 -3.511822 0.0005 
SA2 *** 8.68E-06 2.58E-06 3.367869 0.0008 
FL *** 0.003872 0.000491 7.889557 0.0000 
FL2 *** -1.46E-05 2.81E-06 -5.196895 0.0000 
AGE *** -0.010195 0.000875 -11.64554 0.0000 
AGE2 *** 7.49E-05 1.07E-05 7.027343 0.0000 
PI *** 0.008383 0.000108 77.88338 0.0000 
TY1D *** -0.156207 0.016663 -9.374688 0.0000 
DFLDTY 11 ⋅ * -0.111257 0.060146 -1.849802 0.0647 
TY2D *** -0.082239 0.016608 -4.951731 0.0000 
Intercept *** 9.141333 0.405702 22.53216 0.0000 
R-squared 0.913798     F-statistic 993.2874 
Adjusted R-squared 0.912878     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000 
Included observations: 948 after adjustments  
*** Significant at 1% level, **Significant at 5% level 
*Significant at 10% level 
 
After deleting some death-related independent variables, all other variables are 
statistical significant. From Table 7, structural variables are of expected signs aside from 
SA. For every extra square foot, 0.7% of the unit rate would be reduced. Having 
discussed in the previous chapter, SA will not be positive in all cases. The negative 
coefficient in this case shows that the purchasers would like to have a smaller flat rather 
than a larger one. 
 
The coefficient of determination, R2, is very high (0.9138) in this case. It means that 
91% of the variations of the nominal unit rate can be explained by the independent 
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variables. It indicates that the selected attributes are major determinants of property price 
in Shaukeiwan Plaza. 
 
Only three of the independent variables specific to unnatural death occurred were 
shown to be significant. The dummy variables TY1D and TY2D donate for the first and 
second year after the occurrence of the suicide. There were 15% and 8% reduction in 
property price for the whole estate within these two years respectively. Concerning the 
insignificance of AD and other duration dummies, it could be deduced that the stigma 
effect of the suicide case last for two years only. 
 
For the spatial correlation, only the one single nearby floor was affected by the 
suicide as donated by the interacted variable DFLDTY 11 ⋅ . From 23/F to 25/F of Block 
1 in Shaukeiwan Plaza, an extra reduction of 11% in unit rate could be traced. In other 
words, residential units located on these three floors were reduced by 26% in the first year 
after the occurrence of suicide and 8% in the second year. 
 
 
4.5.2 Belvedere Garden (Phase 2) Case 
 
With similar situation in the Shaukeiwan Plaza case, the general regression model 
cannot explain the stigma effect after trail and error functional form testing (Full result 
attached at Appendix XIV). The modified regression model was adopted. With the full 
result attached at Appendix XV, only some of the variables were shown to be significant. 
Therefore, trail and error method was employed and the following equation was found to 
be explaining the stigma effect. 
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Table 8 - Result of Belvedere Garden (Phase 2) from Revised Modified 
Equation 
 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
SA *** 0.012230 0.002711 4.511607 0.0000 
SA2 *** -9.96E-06 2.17E-06 -4.595248 0.0000 
FL *** 0.007315 0.000654 11.18608 0.0000 
FL2 *** -0.000105 1.36E-05 -7.672504 0.0000 
AGE *** 0.037171 0.004394 8.458978 0.0000 
AGE2 *** -0.003770 0.000307 -12.28853 0.0000 
SV *** 0.046812 0.003863 12.11918 0.0000 
PI *** 0.008127 0.000101 80.59008 0.0000 
TY1D *** -0.380363 0.021830 -17.42362 0.0000 
TY2D *** -0.357384 0.026125 -13.67997 0.0000 
TY3D *** -0.181861 0.016933 -10.74018 0.0000 
TY4D ** -0.036837 0.014973 -2.460295 0.0139 
AD *** 0.360597 0.029171 12.36159 0.0000 
BLKDAD ⋅ *** -0.037611 0.011920 -3.155418 0.0016 
FLDAD ⋅ *** -0.237997 0.051289 -4.640274 0.0000 
Intercept *** 3.490381 0.842468 4.143041 0.0000 
R-squared 0.896425     F-statistic 1979.645 
Adjusted R-squared 0.895972     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000 
Included observations: 3447 after adjustments  
*** Significant at 1% level, **Significant at 5% level 
*Significant at 10% level 
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From Table 8, size-related and floor-related variables were statistically significant 
with expected signs of coefficients. However, AGE does not follow the anticipated 
assumption that a rising trend of unit rate for Belvedere Garden (Phase 2) was spotted. In 
other words, the older the property in Belvedere Garden, the higher the property value 
perceived. One possible explanation is the improvement of transportation system in Tsuen 
Wan. The transportation enhancement has shortened the travelling time for Tusen Wan 
residents to other and therefore potential buyers are attracted. Such improvements include 
the extension of West Kowloon Corridor, the widening of Kwai Chung Road, opening of 
Route 3 and Route 9. With the increased traffic flow capacity from Tsuen Wan to the 
Central Business Districts, property value is added. The positive coefficient of AGE 
could be an indicator of the accessibility enhancement in Tsuen Wan district. 
 
Concerning the temporal correlation, only a short period for the whole estate was 
affected by the suicide. Owing to the co-existence of AD and TYiD, both variables have 
to be considered. For the first year after the suicide case, there was a 2% (38%-36%) 
reduction in unit rate for Belvedere (Phase 2) when compared with other periods of 
observation. From the empirical result, the stigma effect was not exerted on the whole 
estate afterwards. Nonetheless, when AD is interacted with spatial variables BLKD and 
FLD, statistical significance was shown. 
 
The independent variable BLKDAD ⋅  was shown to have a coefficient -0.0376 
with high significance. Block 6 of Belvedere Garden (Phase 2), where the suicide 
happened, experienced a reduction of 3.8% in unit rate when compared with the 
transactions prior to the occurrence of the suicide. There is a long term drop of unit rate 
for the incident block since the occurrence of the case. 
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For residential units on the same floor as the incident unit, the reduction is more 
substantial. FLDAD ⋅  was shown to have a negative coefficient -0.238. It donates that 
the residential units on the same floor was reduced by 23.8% since the occurrence of the 
suicide case. The suicide has brought a seriously adverse impact to the residential units on 
the same floor. 
 
 
4.6 Implications of the Two Suicide Cases 
 
From the two suicide cases selected under this study, stigma effect could still be 
shown by the Hedonic Price Model. However, the general regression model that assumes 
the continuous spatial and temporal correlations could not be adopted in these two cases. 
Subsequently, the modified regression model based on the anchor reference point concept 
in consumer behaviour is adopted. The empirical result turned to be statistical significant. 
 
The significance of TYiD and FLiD demonstrated that the spatial and temporal 
correlations of the stigma effect are discrete. In these two cases, the stigma effect brought 
by suicides would only affect some very close properties with a short time frame. After 
some time, the stigma effect for the whole estate vanished though there might still be an 
adverse effect on properties located on the same floor or in the same block as the suicides. 
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4.7 Accidental Deaths 
 
Several unnatural deaths caused by accidents will be analysed in this session. The 
causes of these accidental deaths vary from domestic accidents like the fallen television in 
the Villa Esplanada case to tragedies like explosion and conflagration in the Sun Tuen 
Mun Centre case. Another accident happened in Metro City is that a lady overloaded the 
window frame and fell down from the sixteenth floor. 
 
 
4.7.1 Villa Esplanada (VE) Case 
 
The general regression model was adopted firstly in the Villa Esplanada Case. 
However, as attached at Appendix XVI, satisfactory result cannot be shown after 
performing trail and error combination of the variables. As discussed in the methodology, 
the modified regression model was adopted with the full result attached at Appendix XVII. 
Not all the independent variables were significant so the equation was modified, without 
changing the underlying principle, as the following, 
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Table 9 - Result of Villa Esplanada from Revised Modified Equation 
 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
SA *** -0.000237 4.41E-05 -5.376897 0.0000 
SA2 *** 1.65E-07 2.82E-08 5.832308 0.0000 
FL *** 0.004641 0.000450 10.32459 0.0000 
FL2 *** -2.62E-05 1.01E-05 -2.602953 0.0093 
AGE *** -0.018545 0.001673 -11.08676 0.0000 
SV *** 0.047811 0.003186 15.00782 0.0000 
PI *** 0.006093 4.42E-05 137.7268 0.0000 
TY1D *** -0.230832 0.009928 -23.25006 0.0000 
BLKDDTY1 ⋅ ** -0.080424 0.034399 -2.337984 0.0194 
TY2D *** -0.128599 0.011902 -10.80480 0.0000 
TY3D *** -0.048698 0.008308 -5.861745 0.0000 
AD *** 0.132896 0.010876 12.21921 0.0000 
Intercept *** 7.954545 0.016641 478.0084 0.0000 
R-squared 0.884912     F-statistic 2208.508 
Adjusted R-squared 0.884511     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000 
Included observations: 3748 after adjustments  
*** Significant at 1% level, **Significant at 5% level 
*Significant at 10% level 
 
The structural attribute AGE2 was removed in the revised equation that the 
decreasing rate of price reduction for older property is not spotted in this case. During the 
period of observation, the older the transacted unit, the cheaper the unit rate. This might 
be resulted from the short time elapsed since the completion of Villa Esplanada. Here is 
one inference: having completed in 1999, Villa Esplanada was experiencing reduction for 
its age linearly in the first years. 
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Another structural attribute SA was shown to be a negative determinant of property 
price. It implies that for a larger unit in Villa Esplanada, the unit rate would be lower. As 
discussed in the previous chapter, size might not always be positive. Having the saleable 
area ranged from 508ft2 to 1104ft2, purchasers would desire a smaller unit rather than a 
larger one. 
 
From Table 9, with respect to AD and TYiD, there was a 10.2% reduction in unit rate 
for the first year after the occurrence of the accident. It is calculated from the sum of the 
coefficient of AD and TY1D. Transactions in Villa Esplanada during the year after the 
occurrence of the accident was one-tenth lower than transactions in all other periods. The 
sudden drop was probably brought by the accidental death happened. 
 
Regarding the spatial correlation, only the block dummy interacted with TY1D 
showed significance. For the housing units located in the block where the accident 
happened, they experienced a reduction of 8% in unit rate when compared to all units at 
all other periods. From the empirical result, the stigma effect to the incident block 
vanished one year after the accident. 
 
 
4.7.2 Sun Tuen Mun Centre (STM) Case 
 
Likewise, the Sun Tuen Mun Centre case was tested under the general regression 
model. The full result of this test is attached at Appendix XVIII, however statistical 
satisfaction cannot be drawn after having trail and error functional forms. The modified 
regression model was adopted with the full result attached at Appendix XIX. From the 
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full result table, not all independent variables were shown to be significant. Different 
combinations of the variables were tested and the following equation is formed. 
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Table 10 - Result of Sun Tuen Mun Centre from Revised Modified Equation 
 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
SA *** -0.005339 0.000428 -12.46643 0.0000 
SA2 *** 4.78E-06 3.96E-07 12.09416 0.0000 
FL *** 0.002855 0.000143 19.94441 0.0000 
FL2 *** -7.30E-06 9.52E-07 -7.669357 0.0000 
AGE *** -0.027206 0.000974 -27.93481 0.0000 
PI *** 0.008150 8.32E-05 97.92238 0.0000 
TY1D *** -0.222446 0.007921 -28.08357 0.0000 
TY2D *** -0.165174 0.008102 -20.38578 0.0000 
TY3D *** -0.123899 0.005889 -21.03761 0.0000 
AD *** 0.100293 0.010419 9.626161 0.0000 
FLDAD ⋅ *** -0.119008 0.029763 -3.998509 0.0001 
Intercept *** 8.556704 0.114229 74.90823 0.0000 
R-squared 0.852754     F-statistic 2390.243 
Adjusted R-squared 0.852397     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000 
Included observations: 4552 after adjustments  
*** Significant at 1% level, **Significant at 5% level 
*Significant at 10% level 
 
The structural attribute SA in this case is shown with a positive coefficient, which is 
contradictory to the anticipated. Similar to some other cases under investigation in this 
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study, purchasers of Sun Tuen Mun Centre do not wish to have a greater payment for a 
larger flat. AGE2 was deleted from the regression model that the reduction of price with 
age did not go with a decreasing rate. 
 
Owing to the co-existence of AD and TYiD, both factors should be considered for 
the temporal correlation of the stigma effect. For instance, for the first year after the 
occurrence of the accident, both dummy variables AD and TY1D were 1 in the regression 
equation. Therefore, the net effect for transactions taken place during the first year after 
the occurrence when compared to those prior the occurrence is (-0.222 + 0.100) = -0.122. 
It means for a 12.2% reduction in unit rate for the first year after the occurrence. In the 
same way, there was a 6.5% and 2.4% reduction recorded for the second and third year 
after the occurrence respectively. 
 
Regarding spatial correlation, it seems that there has been a permanent effect on the 
housing units on the same floor as the accident. The interacted variable FLDAD ⋅  
showed the negative effect brought to these units after the occurrence of the accident 
when compared with other units at any time and even the same units prior to the existence 
of the accident. Units on the same floor as the accident unit experienced an 11.9% 
reduction in unit rate after the occurrence. 
 
 
4.7.3 Metro City Phase 2 (MC) Case 
 
Likewise, the Metro City Phase 2 case was investigated under the general regression 
model with the result attached at Appendix XX. However, satisfactory result cannot be 
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drawn after trail and error testing of the variable combination. The case was subsequently 
put into the modified regression model and the full result is attached at Appendix XXI. 
After examining different combinations of the independent variables, the following 
equation was formed. 
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Table 11 - Result of Metro City (Phase 2) from Revised Modified Equation 
 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
SA *** 0.001814 0.000115 15.78078 0.0000 
SA2 *** -1.54E-06 1.08E-07 -14.18560 0.0000 
FL *** -0.001919 0.000533 -3.600755 0.0003 
FL2 *** 0.000137 1.33E-05 10.28608 0.0000 
AGE *** 0.028961 0.007994 3.622694 0.0003 
AGE2 *** -0.006005 0.000869 -6.911497 0.0000 
PI *** 0.008230 0.000444 18.51727 0.0000 
TY1D *** -0.198350 0.025876 -7.665395 0.0000 
TY2D *** -0.148887 0.021706 -6.859321 0.0000 
TY3D *** -0.092380 0.015611 -5.917566 0.0000 
TY4D *** -0.055757 0.011259 -4.952332 0.0000 
AD * 0.045645 0.026245 1.739205 0.0821 
BLKDAD ⋅ ** -0.029002 0.013288 -2.182544 0.0291 
FLDAD ⋅ * -0.073272 0.041589 -1.761803 0.0782 
Intercept *** 8.165273 0.050459 161.8215 0.0000 
R-squared 0.585072     F-statistic 392.2774 
Adjusted R-squared 0.583580     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000 
Included observations: 4189 after adjustments  
*** Significant at 1% level, **Significant at 5% level 
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*Significant at 10% level 
 
According to Table 11, the structural attribute AGE did not give a negative effect on 
the housing price to Metro City Phase 2 as expected. This might be a result of the 
improvement of transportation system in Tseng Kwan O throughout the observation 
period. Similar to the Belvedere Garden Phase 2 case, the transportation enhancement in 
Tseng Kwan O such as the new Mass Transit Railway line should be the best explanation 
for the value-adding effect for older properties. Thus, the property price of Metro City 
Phase 2 has been going up with the transportation development. 
 
Although the coefficient of determination R2 in this case is not as high as those in 
other selected cases, most of the independent variables were statistically significant. 
Therefore, the case is studied despite the fact that only 59% of the change in the property 
price is explained by the changes in the independent variables. 
 
Considering the spatial correlation of the stigma effect in this case, the continuous 
distance variables were not shown to be significant. Instead, the two dummy variables 
FLD and BLKD were justified by the empirical result. When compared with residential 
units transacted at anytime, those located in the same block as the incident floor 
experience a 2.9% drop in unit rate after the occurrence of the accident. The unite rate for 
units on the same floor has even been reduced for 7.3% over the other units. 
 
The temporal correlation testing did give a satisfactory result. Within four years after 
the accident, all units transacted were of lower value than those transacted at other times. 
Considering TYiD and AD together, for units transacted within the first year after the 
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accident, there was a 15.3% reduction in unit rate when compared with the units 
transacted before the accident. For the second, third and fourth year, there was 10.3%, 
4.7% and 1.0% reduction respectively. 
 
 
4.8 Implications of the Three Accidental Deaths Cases 
 
Similar to the suicide cases investigated in the previous part this chapter, the general 
regression, which assumes continuous spatial and temporal correlations, cannot be 
adopted in these three cases. Instead, by adopting the principle of anchor reference point 
in consumer behaviour, the stigma effect is found to be affecting a group of nearby 
properties for a restricted time-frame only. That is, for example, the units on the same 
floor as the incident property or those located in the same block would be affected in a 
long run. The stigma effect only extended to the whole estate for a short period. 
 
In the long run, nearly all the stigma effect has been diminished except the ones 
located on the same floor as the incident property based on empirical results. Two out of 
the three cases selected under this category have shown the permanent stigma effect for 
units on the same floor as the occurrence of the accident. This could be explained by the 
fact that news reports always give the address where unnatural deaths occurred as detail 
as the floor level. 
 
Although the effective period of the stigma effect cannot be generalized by the cases 
chosen to study, it can be concluded from these cases that the stigma effect would not be 
exerted on the whole estate permanently. Through classifying the transactions into a 
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yearly basis, the discrete nature of temporal correlation can be observed. 
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CHAPTER FIVE  
 
INDUSTRY’S RESPONSE TO 
THE STIGMA EFFECT OF UNNATURAL DEATHS 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
So far the stigma effect of unnatural death on property values has been studied 
through the statistical approach. How does the effect come into realization in the real 
estate market? In other words, how could this stigma affect the buyers’ decision on 
whether a unit with nearby unnatural deaths happened should be purchased? 
 
Interviews with the proficient in the banking and valuation industry were arranged to 
obtain the opinions from the businesses exposed to these decisions most frequently. In 
this chapter, knowledge acquired from the practitioners, Miss Carol Chan, Relations 
Manager of Standard Chartered Bank (Hong Kong) Limited and Mr. Steven Wong, Head 
of Mortgage Valuation (Director) of Savills Valuation and Professional Services Limited, 
will be presented and contrasted to the statistical result. 
 
In Hong Kong, one could seldom purchase a flat without mortgaging for a certain 
amount from the bank. People usually make the initial payments and the bank will deal 
with the remaining portion. The mortgagor, in other words the purchaser of a flat, then 
repays the capital together with interest to the bank in ten or fifteen years’ time, or other 
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agreed terms. Banks usually decide the amount of loan by means of the Loan-to-Value 
(LTV) ratio. That is, to estimate the value of the property and loan a certain portion, say 
70% of the evaluated figure. The 30% is known as the ‘cushion’ for the banker that even 
if the value of the property falls by a certain amount within thirty percent and the 
mortgagor fails to repay, the bank can liquidate the property to restore the money lent out. 
 
Having exhibited the principle of mortgage industry in Hong Kong briefly, attention 
will be drawn to the valuation by the banks and their policy against estates where 
unnatural deaths have happened. If banks are going to valuate these properties with a 
huge discount, the mortgagor will be in trouble of capital constraint.  
 
If a person has no fear on the unnatural deaths as discussed in the previous chapter 
and his purchase is purely for own occupancy, it would be fine that he does not have to 
concern the stigma effect. However, as shown from the statistics, the value of such 
properties would actually slump when compared to farther properties and prior to the 
occurrence of the incident. Moreover, from the viewpoints of classical economics and 
property right, assuming a rational buyer of a certain commodity, he would consider the 
possibility of reselling the property to get fiscal gain. Then one would probably fail to do 
so for properties where unnatural deaths happened nearby. 
 
 
5.2 The Banking Industry 
 
Miss Carol Chan from Standard Chartered Bank (Hong Kong) Limited (hereafter 
referred as “SCB”) indicated that there would certainly be a drop of property values when 
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there are unnatural deaths occurred nearby. She claimed that SCB would still accept the 
mortgage application relying on the valuation report from valuation consultant companies. 
They would rely on the expert advice from valuers, crediting to their rich experience in 
property valuations. 
 
She recalled the brutal murder happened in Quarry Bay twenty years ago. In that 
case, a wife killed her husband and coiled the dead body in a unit in Block D, Kornhill. 
When this brutal murder was covered by news reports, it became the hot topic in town in 
Hong Kong. Standard Chartered Bank immediately reduced the value estimated for 
Kornhill and especially Block D of Kornhill.  
 
Mr. Steven Wong from Savills Valuation and Professional Services Limited 
(hereafter referred as “Savills”) mentioned that some banks do not even accept any 
application of mortgages for residential properties where extremely brutal murders 
happened in proximity. He commented that banks act in this way to avoid risk of having 
default. 
 
 
5.3 Normal Valuation Practice against Unnatural Deaths 
 
Mr. Wong from Savills explained the normal procedures in his department for 
valuation against nearby unnatural deaths. His colleagues read newspapers and record the 
full address, if known, of unnatural deaths happened in residential apartments. When 
there is an instruction for mortgage valuations from banks, they would ask for the banks’ 
requirement and policies towards these properties before constructing a report for them. 
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Normally their basic report will be written on a like-to-like comparison basis, ignoring 
special conditions such as unnatural death in proximity. 
 
There are two common ways employed by Savills for mortgage valuation of such 
properties. The first approach is to give an arbitrary discount on the valued property, 
assuming no unnatural death took place nearby. The second approach is that they would 
appraise the market value of the property first, and then deduct an amount for forced sale 
or under re-possession. 
  
Mr. Wong reminded that the principle of valuation on basis of market value is simple 
and single-minded: the marketability. For example, assume that properties in Telford 
Gardens are affected by a murder case. People would then compare the price with the 
units in Amoy Gardens to reach a marketable value of the property. Of course, this value 
would be lower than that of the original, say an 800 ft2 unit in Telford Gardens to a 500ft2 
in Amoy Gardens. 
 
5.4 Rules of Valuation based on Conditions 
 
Having discussed the procedures to deal with properties possibly affected by 
unnatural death, focus should be placed on contrasting the arbitrary amounts employed as 
rules of valuation in practice with the ones estimated by statistical results. Mr. Wong 
mentioned that even The Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors provides no guideline on 
valuation of such properties. Therefore, they would only give arbitrary discount on these 
properties. 
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The decision of the arbitrary amount depends on the coverage of news and the 
seriousness of the case, though these are regarded as subjective opinions of the valuer. 
Concerning the distance effect evaluated in this research, Mr. Wong commented that if the 
subject of valuation is of only one to two level differences with the incident property, they 
will be subject to reduction to a greater extent. However, they would treat other units in 
the same block affected by the same effect attributed by the unnatural death in the same 
manner. 
 
He added that the stigma effect would be vanished gradually with time. The 
determinant of speed for the recovery is the seriousness of the case. Coincidentally, he 
quoted the Kornhill case that many Hong Kong people could still recall today. Thus, the 
values of the properties nearby are still under certain sagging. In general, the more brutal 
the case, the longer the effect would last for. Another concern with the economic 
condition has been raised by Mr. Wong. When there is a depression, people could hardly 
afford to purchase residential properties and there will be plenty of supply in the market. 
Mr. Wong explained by the marketability concept that given a great variety of choices, 
people would not choose units with unnatural deaths happened nearby. 
 
He has also kindly distinguished the stigma effect on luxury and large-scale 
residential developments. With a relatively smaller quantity of supply in the luxury 
housing market, people would certainly accept a smaller extent of discount if they want to 
purchase a luxury housing unit. Also he pointed out that the arbitrary amount decided is 
not always a percentage on the market value of the property itself. When the 
consideration is great enough, say $10M for a unit, vendors would only be willing to cut 
the price by one to two millions at most. Putting it into a percentage, it would be much 
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smaller when compared to those low-priced large-scale residential estates. 
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CHAPTER SIX  
 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
6.1 Empirical Results 
 
Having extracted data for property prices from the database of EPRC, hedonic price 
analyses were carried out. In the first stage, a modified equation based on previous 
literature showed the decline of property values after the occurrence of brutal deaths. 
 
The Dummy variable for the occurrence of brutal murder (AD) is significant and 
consistent with the expected results. The negative sign of the coefficient of these variables 
indicates that the property prices dropped. The relatively large magnitude of the 
coefficient shows a significant reduction of property prices. The happening of brutal 
murders would bring an adverse effect on the property values of the whole estate. 
 
Various effects regarding distance and time (BLKD, HD, FLD, VD and DUR) are 
also tested with different interactions among the terms. The four-dimensional 
characteristic of the stigma effect of unnatural death on property values can be shown. 
Based on the empirical results, the greater distance from the incident property would 
result in a more relieved stigma effect. By the same principle, throughout the time elapsed 
from the occurrence of the incident, the price would gradually recover to the original 
level prior to the occurrence. 
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For the cases concerning suicides and accidental deaths, another hedonic model was 
found to be better explaining the spatial and temporal correlations of the stigma effect. 
The duration and floor level difference are regarded as discrete factors of the stigma effect 
in these cases since people would consider anchor reference point to decide the 
magnitude of stigma effect, i.e. grouping of a certain distance instead of counting them 
continuously. A practical example is that people would only depreciate the whole estate 
with a certain discount for two to three years after the occurrence of unnatural deaths. 
Moreover, the magnitude of this effect is always decreasing in the cases selected. It 
donates the relief of the stigma effect on property prices over time. 
 
It is found that the effect was categorized to a certain period of time or distance. In 
one of the cases, the stigma effect on the whole estate, as well as the block, vanished two 
years after the occurrence of the unnatural death. The significance of dummy variables 
TYiD and FLiD affirms the hypotheses of discrete distance and time effect. In a long run, 
only the floor where the incident happened would be adversely affected and the 
magnitude of the effect is considerable. This can be explained by the fact that news 
reports always give the address of the unnatural deaths as detailed as to the floor level. 
Moreover, institutionalized fear would always give rise to fright on the same storey. 
 
 
6.2 Industry’s Response to the Stigma Effect 
 
Owing to the common capital constraint encountered by Hong Kong residents, 
purchasers would normally apply for mortgage to banks and repay bit by bit in an agreed 
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term. Therefore, it boils down to the viewpoint of the banks towards the stigma effect of 
unnatural death on property values. If the banks are pricing properties in proximity at a 
huge discount while the vendor does not, it is nearly equivalent to turning down the 
transaction since the purchaser could hardly have enough capital to buy the unit. 
 
It is revealed from the interviews with the proficient in the mortgage industry that 
there is an arbitrary discount set on properties where unnatural deaths occurred nearby. 
Although this arbitrary discount is usually subjectively set, the industrial response 
affirmed the realization of stigma effect of unnatural death in the housing market in Hong 
Kong. 
 
 
6.3 Limitation of this Study 
 
In order to perform a regression analysis with satisfactory significance, a large 
amount of observations is needed. That is, a large amount of transaction records are 
required to perform the hedonic price research. However, this can only be achieved if 
there are active transactions within the housing estate. In order to achieve this 
requirement, only large scale residential development can be selected as the subject of 
study. However, the stigma effect might deviate when the unnatural death occurs in small 
scale residential developments where it is not appropriate to evaluate by hedonic price 
theory. 
 
In some cases, the properties where brutal murders happened in proximity have no 
transaction over a long period of time. This phenomenon could be resulted from the fear 
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of haunted properties. People are also afraid of the difficulty in reselling the property to 
the market. Therefore they will simply not to invest in such properties. The lack of 
transactions deeply affects the analysis since the relevant variables cannot be tested 
significantly. 
 
The advantage of applying a general equation to all cases is that consistency can be 
achieved. However, from some of the selected housing estates, the coefficients of 
determination are not quite satisfactory. This is because the housing units themselves, 
possessing distinctive attributes to property values, are heterogeneous in nature. If there 
was a need to raise the coefficient of determination, more specific equations would have 
to be formulated. 
 
 
6.4 Recommendations for Further Study 
 
As mentioned in the chapter of literature review, the fear of ghost in Hong Kong is 
recognized as institutionalized fear. However, in the Hong Kong real estate market, there 
are not only local purchasers but also people in different ethnicity that would have 
different attitudes towards deaths. For example, Indians are not scared of ghost because 
they believe that ghost can bring them wealth. 97  It would make the study more 
comprehensive if the attitude of the potential purchasers is taken into consideration. 
 
For some large scale residential developments, there must be more than one 
unnatural deaths happened throughout the past two decades. It would be interesting to 
                                                 
97 Wai, K.S. (2005) 吾．土．吾．情﹕印人深信鬼魅旺財, Sing Pao Daily News, June 29 
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study whether the recurrence of unnatural deaths would exert an additive or diminishing 
stigma effect. 
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APPENDICES 
 
 
Appendix I - Affordability Ratio of Private Residential 
Housing in Hong Kong 
 
Time Household income Mortgage Payment Affordability Index 
2001 Q1 $19,400 $8,872 46% 
  Q2 $18,000 $7,235 40% 
  Q3 $18,000 $6,381 35% 
  Q4 $17,000 $5,765 34% 
2002 Q1 $17,500 $5,718 33% 
  Q2 $16,500 $5,672 34% 
  Q3 $16,100 $5,335 33% 
  Q4 $16,000 $4,983 31% 
2003 Q1 $16,500 $4,707 29% 
  Q2 $15,000 $4,433 30% 
  Q3 $15,000 $4,266 28% 
  Q4 $15,000 $4,173 28% 
2004 Q1 $15,750 $4,080 26% 
  Q2 $15,500 $4,043 26% 
  Q3 $15,500 $4,118 27% 
  Q4 $16,000 $4,328 27% 
2005 Q1 $16,800 $4,546 27% 
  Q2 $16,500 $4,770 29% 
 
Source: Sum, K.C. (2006) A Study of Supply and Demand of Residential Property Market, 
Unpublished Master of Housing Management dissertation, Hong Kong: The University of 
Hong Kong 
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Appendix II - Extracts from the Technical Notes of Property 
Market Review, Rating and Valuation 
Department, Hong Kong Special 
Administrative Region Government 
 
 
1.  Property Types 
Premises are categorised according to the use for which the occupation permit was originally 
issued, unless known to have been subsequently structurally altered. Otherwise, no specific 
check is made on current use and no attempt has been made to distinguish those domestic 
units used for nondomestic purposes and vice versa. 
 
1.1 Private Domestic units are defined as independent dwellings with separate cooking facilities 
and bathroom (and/or lavatory). They are sub-divided by reference to floor area as follows: 
 
Class A - saleable area less than 40 m2 
Class B - saleable area of 40 m2 to 69.9 m2 
Class C - saleable area of 70 m2 to 99.9 m2 
Class D - saleable area of 100 m2 to 159.9 m2 
Class E - saleable area of 160 m2 or above 
 
Public sector developments, including domestic units built under the Private Sector 
Participation Scheme for subsidised sale, and all units built under the Home Ownership, Buy 
or Rent Option, Mortgage Subsidy, Sandwich Class Housing, Urban Improvement and 
Flat-for-Sale Schemes are not included. Data relating to rental estates built by the Housing 
Authority and Housing Society, units sold under the Tenants Purchase Scheme, and 
Government owned quarters are also excluded. Completions and forecast completions are 
exclusive of village houses. 
 
1.2 Private Office premises comprise premises situated in buildings designed for commercial/ 
business purposes. Excluded are non-domestic floors in composite buildings. Offices are 
graded as follows: 
 
Grade A - modern with high quality finishes; flexible layout; large floor plates; spacious, well 
decorated lobbies and circulation areas; effective central air-conditioning; good lift 
services zoned for passengers and goods deliveries; professional management; 
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parking facilities normally available. 
 
Grade B - ordinary design with good quality finishes; flexible layout; average-sized floor 
plates; adequate lobbies; central or free-standing air-conditioning; adequate lift 
services, good management; parking facilities not essential. 
 
 
Grade C - plain with basic finishes; less flexible layout; small floor plates; basic lobbies; 
generally without central air-conditioning; barely adequate or inadequate lift services; 
minimal to average management; no parking facilities. It should be noted that location is not a 
feature of grade. Offices owned by the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative 
Region and managed by the Government Property Agency are excluded. 
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Appendix III - Location Plan of Mei Foo Sun Chuen 
 
 
Source: 1:5000 Maps, Survey and Mapping Office, Lands Department, HKSAR Government 
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Appendix IV - Location Plan of Telford Gardens 
 
 
Source: 1:5000 Maps, Survey and Mapping Office, Lands Department, HKSAR Government 
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Appendix V - Location Plan of Shaukeiwan Plaza 
 
 
Source: 1:5000 Maps, Survey and Mapping Office, Lands Department, HKSAR Government 
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Appendix VI - Location Plan of Belvedere Garden (Phase 2) 
 
 
Source: 1:5000 Maps, Survey and Mapping Office, Lands Department, HKSAR Government 
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Appendix VII - Location Plan of Villa Esplanada 
 
 
Source: 1:5000 Maps, Survey and Mapping Office, Lands Department, HKSAR Government 
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Appendix VIII - Location Plan of Sun Tuen Mun Centre 
 
 
Source: 1:5000 Maps, Survey and Mapping Office, Lands Department, HKSAR Government 
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Appendix IX - Location Plan of Metro City (Phase 2) 
 
 
Source: 1:5000 Maps, Survey and Mapping Office, Lands Department, HKSAR Government 
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Appendix X - Full Result of the general regression model 
for Mei Foo Sun Chuen case 
 
 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
SA -7.71E-05 7.38E-05 -1.044301 0.2964 
SA2 1.41E-07 4.42E-08 3.179656 0.0015 
FL 0.018911 0.002305 8.203963 0.0000 
FL2 -0.000739 0.000102 -7.277409 0.0000 
AGE -0.115666 0.017240 -6.709024 0.0000 
AGE2 0.001982 0.000364 5.444626 0.0000 
SV 0.012687 0.022460 0.564884 0.5722 
PI 0.010737 0.000195 55.05832 0.0000 
AD -0.106114 0.041002 -2.588008 0.0097 
BLKDAD ⋅  -0.120526 0.205724 -0.585864 0.5580 
HDAD ⋅  0.000276 0.000804 0.343089 0.7316 
2HDAD ⋅  2.72E-06 4.09E-06 0.666329 0.5053 
FLDAD ⋅  0.068773 0.278123 0.247275 0.8047 
VDAD ⋅  -0.043168 0.068964 -0.625955 0.5314 
2VDAD ⋅  0.006710 0.005437 1.234047 0.2173 
DUR 8.82E-05 2.91E-05 3.031947 0.0025 
BLKDDUR ⋅  -2.25E-07 0.000107 -0.002093 0.9983 
HDDUR ⋅  1.20E-07 4.33E-07 0.278056 0.7810 
2HDDUR ⋅  -1.95E-09 2.18E-09 -0.897744 0.3694 
FLDDUR ⋅  -1.80E-06 0.000145 -0.012463 0.9901 
VDDUR ⋅  3.75E-05 3.67E-05 1.019947 0.3078 
2VDDUR ⋅  -3.77E-06 2.71E-06 -1.393921 0.1635 
Intercept 8.532947 0.206877 41.24654 0.0000 
R-squared 0.781443     F-statistic 419.9558 
Adjusted R-squared 0.779583     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000 
Included observations: 2706 after adjustments  
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Appendix XI - Full Result of the general regression model 
for Telford Gardens Case 
 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
SA -0.001103 0.000730 -1.510578 0.1310 
SA2 1.51E-06 7.10E-07 2.122405 0.0339 
FL 0.011006 0.000872 12.61417 0.0000 
FL2 -0.000272 3.50E-05 -7.785252 0.0000 
AGE -0.009936 0.007626 -1.302847 0.1927 
AGE2 0.000218 0.000279 0.782479 0.4340 
PI 0.009373 0.000110 85.09757 0.0000 
AD -0.168010 0.021422 -7.842724 0.0000 
BLKDAD ⋅  -0.156835 0.098223 -1.596727 0.1104 
HDAD ⋅  0.000659 0.000190 3.462428 0.0005 
2HDAD ⋅  -1.36E-06 3.75E-07 -3.632560 0.0003 
FLDAD ⋅  0.020331 0.119287 0.170437 0.8647 
VDAD ⋅  0.070071 0.057994 1.208246 0.2270 
2VDAD ⋅  -0.012249 0.007839 -1.562637 0.1182 
DUR 3.81E-05 1.82E-05 2.089004 0.0368 
BLKDDUR ⋅  2.62E-05 5.59E-05 0.467792 0.6400 
HDDUR ⋅  -1.40E-08 1.08E-07 -0.129456 0.8970 
2HDDUR ⋅  1.06E-10 2.13E-10 0.499080 0.6177 
FLDDUR ⋅  2.85E-05 7.06E-05 0.403926 0.6863 
VDDUR ⋅  -1.52E-05 3.22E-05 -0.472409 0.6367 
2VDDUR ⋅  3.14E-06 4.21E-06 0.746287 0.4555 
Intercept 7.528547 0.194817 38.64429 0.0000 
R-squared 0.873004     F-statistic 1476.984 
Adjusted R-squared 0.872413     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000 
Included observations: 4534 after adjustments  
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Appendix XII - Full Result of the general regression model 
for Shaukeiwan Plaza Case  
 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
SA -0.006295 0.002091 -3.010192 0.0027 
SA2 7.52E-06 2.62E-06 2.866828 0.0042 
FL 0.004042 0.000510 7.926733 0.0000 
FL2 -1.52E-05 2.88E-06 -5.292817 0.0000 
AGE -0.009321 0.001301 -7.164219 0.0000 
AGE2 6.58E-05 1.48E-05 4.452363 0.0000 
PI 0.008379 0.000113 74.08311 0.0000 
AD 0.079520 0.245168 0.324348 0.7457 
BLKDAD ⋅  -0.341799 0.252188 -1.355334 0.1756 
HDAD ⋅  -0.005173 0.005036 -1.027269 0.3046 
FLDAD ⋅  0.126825 0.142272 0.891427 0.3729 
VDAD ⋅  0.024926 0.013269 1.878556 0.0606 
2VDAD ⋅  -0.001091 0.000646 -1.689295 0.0915 
DUR 1.56E-05 0.000257 0.060845 0.9515 
BLKDDUR ⋅  0.000189 0.000266 0.710275 0.4777 
HDDUR ⋅  2.28E-06 5.31E-06 0.429456 0.6677 
FLDDUR ⋅  -0.000156 0.000138 -1.126147 0.2604 
VDDUR ⋅  -1.85E-05 1.62E-05 -1.144474 0.2527 
2VDDUR ⋅  9.65E-07 8.09E-07 1.193134 0.2331 
Intercept 8.956317 0.412885 21.69206 0.0000 
R-squared 0.913071     F-statistic 513.0183 
Adjusted R-squared 0.911291     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000 
Included observations: 948 after adjustments  
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Appendix XIII - Full Result of the modified regression model 
for Shaukeiwan Plaza Case 
 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
SA -0.006771 0.002086 -3.245674 0.0012 
SA2 8.11E-06 2.62E-06 3.101004 0.0020 
FL 0.004059 0.000501 8.096682 0.0000 
FL2 -1.53E-05 2.84E-06 -5.390304 0.0000 
AGE -0.009285 0.001290 -7.197420 0.0000 
AGE2 6.52E-05 1.46E-05 4.452403 0.0000 
PI 0.008348 0.000112 74.20844 0.0000 
TY1D 0.109191 0.515549 0.211796 0.8323 
TY1D*BLKD -0.197423 0.327304 -0.603181 0.5465 
TY1D*HD -0.005149 0.010786 -0.477404 0.6332 
TY1D*FL1D -0.171499 0.100650 -1.703923 0.0887 
TY1D*FL2D 0.036004 0.085698 0.420124 0.6745 
TY2D -0.190575 0.498971 -0.381936 0.7026 
TY2D*BLKD 0.175255 0.299593 0.584977 0.5587 
TY2D*HD 0.002864 0.010482 0.273228 0.7847 
TY2D*FL1D 0.122652 0.142294 0.861960 0.3889 
TY2D*FL2D -0.150270 0.087930 -1.708963 0.0878 
TY3D -0.139503 0.483131 -0.288749 0.7728 
TY3D*BLKD 0.197210 0.271083 0.727489 0.4671 
TY3D*HD 0.003325 0.010164 0.327102 0.7437 
TY3D*FL1D -0.034045 0.100589 -0.338462 0.7351 
TY3D*FL2D -0.040138 0.100594 -0.399010 0.6900 
TY3D*FL4D 0.022902 0.100588 0.227685 0.8199 
TY3D*FL5D -0.004039 0.084583 -0.047749 0.9619 
TY4D 0.089293 0.485976 0.183739 0.8543 
TY4D*HD -0.001673 0.010232 -0.163516 0.8701 
TY4D*FL2D -0.063287 0.082181 -0.770092 0.4414 
TY4D*FL3D -0.035273 0.063250 -0.557675 0.5772 
AD 0.136966 0.445738 0.307279 0.7587 
AD*BLKD -0.189108 0.195745 -0.966092 0.3343 
AD*HD -0.003637 0.009408 -0.386590 0.6991 
AD*FLD -0.015384 0.082209 -0.187134 0.8516 
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Intercept 9.053546 0.411974 21.97600 0.0000 
R-squared 0.915639     F-statistic 310.3501 
Adjusted R-squared 0.912688     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000 
Included observations: 948 after adjustments  
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Appendix XIV - Full Result of the general regression model 
for Belvedere Garden (Phase 2) Case 
 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
SA 0.012175 0.002759 4.412006 0.0000 
SA2 -9.92E-06 2.21E-06 -4.496871 0.0000 
FL 0.007245 0.000673 10.76184 0.0000 
FL2 -0.000102 1.40E-05 -7.266136 0.0000 
AGE 0.041284 0.004765 8.664685 0.0000 
AGE2 -0.004082 0.000334 -12.22655 0.0000 
SV 0.045865 0.003970 11.55203 0.0000 
PI 0.008101 0.000107 75.83894 0.0000 
AD -0.080208 0.079858 -1.004382 0.3153 
AD*BLKD -0.064762 0.102885 -0.629453 0.5291 
AD*HD -0.001061 0.002176 -0.487673 0.6258 
AD*HD2 7.32E-06 1.38E-05 0.529512 0.5965 
AD*FLD -0.184162 0.147319 -1.250087 0.2114 
AD*VD 0.003838 0.009764 0.393101 0.6943 
AD*VD2 -0.000149 0.000277 -0.538448 0.5903 
DUR 0.000271 8.12E-05 3.338691 0.0009 
DUR*BLKD 2.63E-05 0.000101 0.260000 0.7949 
DUR*HD 1.33E-06 2.16E-06 0.613067 0.5399 
DUR*HD2 -7.23E-09 1.37E-08 -0.526994 0.5982 
DUR*FLD -6.86E-05 0.000163 -0.420832 0.6739 
DUR*VD -9.29E-07 9.07E-06 -0.102483 0.9184 
DUR*VD2 8.45E-08 2.53E-07 0.334184 0.7383 
Intercept 3.501861 0.857639 4.083141 0.0000 
R-squared 0.892874     F-statistic 1297.194 
Adjusted R-squared 0.892185     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000 
Included observations: 3447 after adjustments  
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Appendix XV - Full Result of the modified regression model 
for Belvedere Garden (Phase 2) Case 
 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
SA 0.012145 0.002692 4.512351 0.0000 
SA2 -9.89E-06 2.15E-06 -4.598639 0.0000 
FL 0.007263 0.000651 11.15896 0.0000 
FL2 -0.000103 1.36E-05 -7.612296 0.0000 
AGE 0.037352 0.004368 8.551531 0.0000 
AGE2 -0.003782 0.000305 -12.40306 0.0000 
SV 0.046464 0.003870 12.00700 0.0000 
PI 0.008123 0.000100 81.09039 0.0000 
TY1D -0.414601 0.139240 -2.977601 0.0029 
TY1D*BLKD 0.061929 0.145484 0.425675 0.6704 
TY1D*HD 0.002841 0.003672 0.773721 0.4391 
TY1D*HD2 -2.41E-05 2.31E-05 -1.044030 0.2965 
TY1D*FL1D -0.159770 0.140028 -1.140979 0.2540 
TY1D*FL2D 0.034190 0.121267 0.281938 0.7780 
TY1D*FL5D 0.004027 0.080847 0.049812 0.9603 
TY2D -0.276893 0.124007 -2.232875 0.0256 
TY2D*BLKD -0.067294 0.128672 -0.522984 0.6010 
TY2D*HD -0.002984 0.003332 -0.895511 0.3706 
TY2D*HD2 1.82E-05 2.15E-05 0.848571 0.3962 
TY2D*FL1D 0.339446 0.166671 2.036629 0.0418 
TY2D*FL3D 0.083884 0.063978 1.311125 0.1899 
TY3D -0.199276 0.121048 -1.646263 0.0998 
TY3D*BLKD 0.014114 0.125562 0.112404 0.9105 
TY3D*HD 0.001622 0.003237 0.501150 0.6163 
TY3D*HD2 -1.53E-05 2.06E-05 -0.742803 0.4577 
TY3D*FL1D 0.064176 0.140020 0.458333 0.6467 
TY3D*FL2D 0.734613 0.140025 5.246295 0.0000 
TY3D*FL3D -0.701246 0.140009 -5.008583 0.0000 
TY3D*FL4D -0.067549 0.114343 -0.590763 0.5547 
TY3D*FL5D 0.047640 0.061868 0.770027 0.4413 
TY4D -0.037081 0.128979 -0.287496 0.7737 
TY4D*BLKD 0.030275 0.134008 0.225922 0.8213 
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TY4D*HD 0.000557 0.003476 0.160280 0.8727 
TY4D*HD2 -6.89E-06 2.21E-05 -0.311389 0.7555 
TY4D*FL1D 0.509879 0.197961 2.575651 0.0100 
TY4D*FL4D -0.028062 0.114294 -0.245524 0.8061 
TY4D*FL5D -0.065800 0.063073 -1.043235 0.2969 
AD 0.328185 0.103785 3.162148 0.0016 
AD*BLKD -0.009749 0.103291 -0.094387 0.9248 
AD*HD 0.000189 0.002648 0.071492 0.9430 
AD*HD2 2.93E-06 1.68E-05 0.174327 0.8616 
AD*FLD -0.593141 0.139983 -4.237230 0.0000 
Intercept 3.518775 0.836495 4.206571 0.0000 
R-squared 0.898974     F-statistic 721.1974 
Adjusted R-squared 0.897727     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000 
Included observations: 3447 after adjustments  
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Appendix XVI - Full Result of the general regression model 
for Villa Esplanada Case 
 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
SA -0.000218 4.54E-05 -4.810683 0.0000 
SA2 1.46E-07 2.91E-08 5.010787 0.0000 
FL 0.004431 0.000465 9.539217 0.0000 
FL2 -2.09E-05 1.04E-05 -2.014303 0.0440 
AGE 0.002001 0.003144 0.636316 0.5246 
AGE2 -0.003390 0.000426 -7.951032 0.0000 
SV 0.047897 0.003285 14.58137 0.0000 
PI 0.006206 4.60E-05 134.8460 0.0000 
AD 0.012562 0.053762 0.233655 0.8153 
BLKDAD ⋅  -0.129299 0.084290 -1.533969 0.1251 
HDAD ⋅  -0.002009 0.001067 -1.882531 0.0598 
2HDAD ⋅  7.96E-06 4.81E-06 1.652966 0.0984 
VDAD ⋅  0.004134 0.013764 0.300327 0.7639 
2VDAD ⋅  -0.000181 0.000563 -0.322031 0.7474 
DUR 3.39E-05 5.33E-05 0.635626 0.5251 
BLKDDUR ⋅  0.000183 7.92E-05 2.316040 0.0206 
HDDUR ⋅  2.82E-06 1.05E-06 2.691146 0.0072 
2HDDUR ⋅  -1.26E-08 4.70E-09 -2.681332 0.0074 
VDDUR ⋅  -1.06E-06 1.26E-05 -0.084196 0.9329 
2VDDUR ⋅  1.05E-07 5.15E-07 0.204201 0.8382 
Intercept 7.936407 0.017182 461.8905 0.0000 
R-squared 0.878707     F-statistic 1350.015 
Adjusted R-squared 0.878056     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000 
Included observations: 3748 after adjustments  
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Appendix XVII - Full Result of the modified regression model 
for Villa Esplanada Case 
  
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
SA -0.000253 4.38E-05 -5.781223 0.0000 
SA2 1.73E-07 2.80E-08 6.180470 0.0000 
FL 0.004740 0.000445 10.65069 0.0000 
FL2 -2.91E-05 9.98E-06 -2.919827 0.0035 
AGE 0.004614 0.003064 1.506114 0.1321 
AGE2 -0.003572 0.000412 -8.663081 0.0000 
SV 0.049195 0.003157 15.58141 0.0000 
PI 0.006164 4.43E-05 138.9930 0.0000 
TY1D 0.122571 0.090556 1.353541 0.1760 
BLKDDTY1 ⋅  -0.361208 0.105675 -3.418114 0.0006 
HDDTY1 ⋅  -0.005535 0.001764 -3.136659 0.0017 
2
1 HDDTY ⋅  2.35E-05 7.85E-06 2.997517 0.0027 
DFLDTY 21 ⋅  0.033614 0.093988 0.357647 0.7206 
DFLDTY 41 ⋅  -0.055046 0.093973 -0.585762 0.5581 
TY2D -0.334685 0.080057 -4.180569 0.0000 
BLKDDTY2 ⋅  0.070162 0.089836 0.780996 0.4349 
HDDTY2 ⋅  0.001245 0.001582 0.787049 0.4313 
2
2 HDDTY ⋅  -5.02E-06 7.07E-06 -0.710126 0.4777 
DFLDTY 12 ⋅  0.002344 0.115073 0.020365 0.9838 
DFLDTY 42 ⋅  -0.050627 0.086343 -0.586347 0.5577 
TY3D -0.180325 0.074677 -2.414717 0.0158 
BLKDDTY3 ⋅  0.082674 0.083125 0.994578 0.3200 
HDDTY3 ⋅  0.002347 0.001475 1.591584 0.1116 
2
3 HDDTY ⋅  -1.11E-05 6.58E-06 -1.680237 0.0930 
DFLDTY 23 ⋅  0.082330 0.115080 0.715415 0.4744 
DFLDTY 33 ⋅  -0.011816 0.084483 -0.139857 0.8888 
TY4D -0.042899 0.076416 -0.561391 0.5746 
BLKDDTY4 ⋅  0.035262 0.083923 0.420172 0.6744 
HDDTY4 ⋅  0.000744 0.001503 0.495350 0.6204 
2
4 HDDTY ⋅  -4.25E-06 6.71E-06 -0.632833 0.5269 
TY4D*FL1D -0.179949 0.093968 -1.914989 0.0556 
TY4D*FL2D 0.139264 0.093970 1.482011 0.1384 
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TY4D*FL3D -0.152088 0.099707 -1.525354 0.1273 
TY4D*FL4D -0.009652 0.099655 -0.096855 0.9228 
TY4D*FL5D 0.016119 0.083752 0.192464 0.8474 
AD 0.158416 0.064110 2.471012 0.0135 
BLKDAD ⋅  0.056715 0.070087 0.809202 0.4185 
HDAD ⋅  -4.80E-05 0.001251 -0.038403 0.9694 
2HDAD ⋅  -3.97E-07 5.52E-06 -0.072039 0.9426 
Intercept 7.948570 0.016548 480.3226 0.0000 
R-squared 0.888677     F-statistic 758.9853 
Adjusted R-squared 0.887506     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000 
Included observations: 3748 after adjustments  
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Appendix XVIII - Full Result of the general regression model 
for Sun Tuen Mun Centre Case 
 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
SA -0.005325 0.000421 -12.63339 0.0000 
SA2 4.77E-06 3.89E-07 12.25669 0.0000 
FL 0.002761 0.000146 18.93011 0.0000 
FL2 -6.99E-06 9.41E-07 -7.427341 0.0000 
AGE -0.045033 0.003926 -11.46998 0.0000 
AGE2 -0.003747 0.000148 -25.23597 0.0000 
PI 0.009345 7.76E-05 120.3916 0.0000 
AD -0.104929 0.014724 -7.126523 0.0000 
AD*BLKD -0.058747 0.029055 -2.021895 0.0432 
AD*HD -0.000805 0.000265 -3.043172 0.0024 
AD*HD2 2.81E-06 1.20E-06 2.343743 0.0191 
AD*FLD 0.037029 0.060714 0.609895 0.5420 
AD*VD 0.007151 0.003168 2.257257 0.0240 
AD*VD2 -0.000200 7.86E-05 -2.540575 0.0111 
DUR 0.000313 1.35E-05 23.28590 0.0000 
DUR*BLKD 8.71E-06 1.35E-05 0.646660 0.5179 
DUR*HD -3.84E-08 1.23E-07 -0.313250 0.7541 
DUR*HD2 3.57E-10 5.55E-10 0.644013 0.5196 
DUR*FLD -6.74E-05 2.51E-05 -2.682718 0.0073 
DUR*VD -1.01E-06 1.50E-06 -0.677197 0.4983 
DUR*VD2 2.23E-08 3.76E-08 0.594113 0.5525 
Intercept 8.516345 0.112429 75.74898 0.0000 
R-squared 0.857906     F-statistic 1302.397 
Adjusted R-squared 0.857247     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000 
Included observations: 4552 after adjustments  
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Appendix XIX - Full Result of the modified regression model 
for Sun Tuen Mun Centre Case 
 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
SA -0.005374 0.000420 -12.80637 0.0000 
SA2 4.81E-06 3.88E-07 12.41871 0.0000 
FL 0.002842 0.000141 20.13664 0.0000 
FL2 -7.20E-06 9.30E-07 -7.737944 0.0000 
AGE -0.063164 0.004438 -14.23392 0.0000 
AGE2 0.001442 0.000190 7.603722 0.0000 
PI 0.009687 0.000143 67.52675 0.0000 
TY1D -0.356976 0.026556 -13.44225 0.0000 
TY1D*BLKD 0.015934 0.029409 0.541809 0.5880 
TY1D*HD 0.000101 0.000498 0.203707 0.8386 
TY1D*HD2 -2.13E-06 2.27E-06 -0.937296 0.3487 
TY1D*FL1D 0.014804 0.123888 0.119491 0.9049 
TY1D*FL2D 0.069999 0.122657 0.570687 0.5682 
TY1D*FL4D -0.094901 0.072687 -1.305619 0.1917 
TY2D -0.270595 0.028110 -9.626171 0.0000 
TY2D*BLKD 0.015472 0.034484 0.448682 0.6537 
TY2D*HD 0.000201 0.000573 0.351568 0.7252 
TY2D*HD2 -1.89E-06 2.60E-06 -0.726428 0.4676 
TY2D*FL1D 0.070266 0.115661 0.607515 0.5435 
TY2D*FL2D -0.126701 0.115653 -1.095526 0.2733 
TY2D*FL5D 0.052119 0.102237 0.509782 0.6102 
TY3D -0.221350 0.022135 -10.00008 0.0000 
TY3D*BLKD -0.016159 0.026119 -0.618661 0.5362 
TY3D*HD 6.12E-05 0.000440 0.139060 0.8894 
TY3D*HD2 -1.28E-06 1.97E-06 -0.647758 0.5172 
TY3D*FL1D -0.011778 0.055605 -0.211814 0.8323 
TY3D*FL2D -0.083556 0.070900 -1.178503 0.2387 
TY3D*FL3D 0.106016 0.059579 1.779404 0.0752 
TY4D -0.141186 0.026303 -5.367668 0.0000 
TY4D*BLKD -0.032993 0.029506 -1.118167 0.2636 
TY4D*HD -0.000633 0.000501 -1.263463 0.2065 
TY4D*HD2 1.34E-06 2.24E-06 0.597365 0.5503 
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TY4D*FL1D -0.005254 0.145757 -0.036047 0.9712 
TY4D*FL3D -0.098903 0.141671 -0.698117 0.4851 
TY4D*FL4D 0.013162 0.141696 0.092891 0.9260 
TY4D*FL5D 0.030941 0.101559 0.304655 0.7606 
TY5D -0.063184 0.027614 -2.288101 0.0222 
TY5D*BLKD 0.015941 0.034560 0.461255 0.6446 
TY5D*HD 0.000356 0.000593 0.601505 0.5475 
TY5D*HD2 -2.36E-06 2.66E-06 -0.887587 0.3748 
TY5D*FL1D 0.076642 0.108769 0.704635 0.4811 
TY5D*FL2D -0.206908 0.141619 -1.461017 0.1441 
TY5D*FL3D 0.130536 0.122645 1.064340 0.2872 
TY5D*FL4D 0.103551 0.122688 0.844016 0.3987 
TY5D*FL5D -0.107298 0.102129 -1.050617 0.2935 
AD 0.252428 0.022157 11.39286 0.0000 
AD*BLKD -0.011645 0.014718 -0.791196 0.4289 
AD*HD -0.000592 0.000248 -2.384772 0.0171 
AD*HD2 3.98E-06 1.11E-06 3.573120 0.0004 
AD*FLD -0.113768 0.034393 -3.307932 0.0009 
Intercept 8.513112 0.112180 75.88809 0.0000 
R-squared 0.860910     F-statistic 557.1847 
Adjusted R-squared 0.859364     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000 
Included observations: 4552 after adjustments  
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Appendix XX - Full Result of the general regression model 
for Metro City (Phase 2) Case  
 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
SA 0.001759 0.000113 15.56267 0.0000 
SA2 -1.47E-06 1.07E-07 -13.75953 0.0000 
FL -0.001383 0.000528 -2.619474 0.0088 
FL2 0.000122 1.33E-05 9.204124 0.0000 
AGE 0.089455 0.006426 13.92065 0.0000 
AGE2 -0.034326 0.002127 -16.14189 0.0000 
PI 0.008468 0.000341 24.84338 0.0000 
AD -0.060281 0.041023 -1.469448 0.1418 
AD*BLKD -0.013042 0.116115 -0.112320 0.9106 
AD*HD -0.001415 0.000690 -2.050126 0.0404 
AD*HD2 4.74E-06 2.48E-06 1.914673 0.0556 
AD*FLD 0.283853 0.186580 1.521348 0.1282 
AD*VD -0.013543 0.020483 -0.661178 0.5085 
AD*VD2 0.000564 0.000886 0.636544 0.5245 
DUR 0.000791 7.26E-05 10.88767 0.0000 
DUR*BLKD -1.70E-05 0.000124 -0.137709 0.8905 
DUR*HD 5.60E-07 7.54E-07 0.742529 0.4578 
DUR*HD2 -2.30E-09 2.71E-09 -0.849757 0.3955 
DUR*FLD -0.000392 0.000188 -2.088568 0.0368 
DUR*VD 9.91E-06 2.19E-05 0.453572 0.6502 
DUR*VD2 -5.59E-07 9.33E-07 -0.598891 0.5493 
Intercept 8.125103 0.042408 191.5958 0.0000 
R-squared 0.599367     F-statistic 296.8595 
Adjusted R-squared 0.597348     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000 
Included observations: 4189 after adjustments  
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Appendix XXI - Full Result of the modified regression model 
for Metro City (Phase 2) Case 
 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
SA 0.001806 0.000115 15.66960 0.0000 
SA2 -1.53E-06 1.09E-07 -14.05133 0.0000 
FL -0.001916 0.000535 -3.585322 0.0003 
FL2 0.000137 1.34E-05 10.25253 0.0000 
AGE 0.028330 0.008008 3.537701 0.0004 
AGE2 -0.005963 0.000870 -6.856556 0.0000 
PI 0.008182 0.000446 18.36318 0.0000 
TY1D -0.142429 0.084788 -1.679820 0.0931 
TY1D*BLKD -0.134786 0.122197 -1.103020 0.2701 
TY1D*HD -0.000655 0.001472 -0.445168 0.6562 
TY1D*HD2 1.54E-06 5.26E-06 0.292844 0.7697 
TY1D*FL3D 0.037618 0.126862 0.296526 0.7668 
TY2D -0.069238 0.082750 -0.836709 0.4028 
TY2D*BLKD -0.084650 0.093759 -0.902843 0.3667 
TY2D*HD -0.001199 0.001312 -0.913596 0.3610 
TY2D*HD2 3.75E-06 4.63E-06 0.810125 0.4179 
TY2D*FL5D 0.112970 0.100309 1.126228 0.2601 
TY3D -0.037138 0.051618 -0.719489 0.4719 
TY3D*BLKD -0.083502 0.062069 -1.345301 0.1786 
TY3D*HD -0.000745 0.000890 -0.837148 0.4026 
TY3D*HD2 2.09E-06 3.22E-06 0.648822 0.5165 
TY4D -0.019481 0.042618 -0.457114 0.6476 
TY4D*BLKD -0.004681 0.055585 -0.084205 0.9329 
TY4D*HD -0.000805 0.000712 -1.130464 0.2583 
TY4D*HD2 3.10E-06 2.56E-06 1.210288 0.2262 
TY4D*FL3D 0.073031 0.081902 0.891684 0.3726 
TY4D*FL5D -0.050334 0.061935 -0.812682 0.4164 
AD 0.064340 0.031448 2.045910 0.0408 
AD*BLKD -0.047081 0.023403 -2.011758 0.0443 
AD*HD -0.000556 0.000335 -1.659504 0.0971 
AD*HD2 1.50E-06 1.21E-06 1.237549 0.2160 
AD*FLD -0.072277 0.042287 -1.709229 0.0875 
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Intercept 8.168707 0.050613 161.3951 0.0000 
R-squared 0.586732     F-statistic 184.3887 
Adjusted R-squared 0.583550     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000 
Included observations: 4189 after adjustments  
 
